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(54) INTERFERENCE MEASUREMENT REPORTING METHOD AND COMMUNICATION 
APPARATUS

(57) This application provides an interference meas-
urement reporting method and a communications appa-
ratus. A network device simultaneously sends signals by
using K channel resources, and a terminal may receive
the signals that are sent by using the K channel resourc-
es. The terminal uses spatial reception parameters of the
K channel resources as spatial reception parameters of
each interference resource of M interference resources,
then measures a first interference resource in the M in-
terference resources based on the spatial reception pa-
rameters of the first interference resource, determines a
first measurement result of the K channel resources un-
der interference of the first interference resource, and
reports M measurement results of the M interference re-
sources to the network device by using a measurement
report, so that the network device can more accurately
learn accuracy of interference from an interference re-
source to a channel resource.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This application relates to the high-frequency
communications field, and in particular, to an interference
measurement reporting method and a communications
apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A 5th generation (5th generation, 5G) mobile
communications system uses high-frequency communi-
cation, that is, uses an ultra-high frequency band (>6
GHz) signal to transmit data. A main problem of the high-
frequency communication is that energy of a signal
sharply decreases as a transmission distance increases,
resulting in a short transmission distance of the signal.
To overcome this problem, an analog beam technology
is used in the high-frequency communication, and a
large-scale antenna array is used for weighted process-
ing, so that signal energy is concentrated in a relatively
small range, to form a signal similar to an optical beam
(the signal is referred to as an analog beam, a beam for
short), so as to extend a transmission distance.
[0003] A network device may generate different beams
that point to different transmission directions. A specific
beam to be used for transmission is determined in a beam
measurement process. Specifically, the network device
configures, for a terminal by using measurement config-
uration information, a plurality of channel measurement
resources for measuring channel resources, where each
channel measurement resource corresponds to one
beam. The terminal measures the channel measurement
resources configured by the network device to measure
a reference signal received power (reference signal re-
ceiving power, RSRP) of each channel resource (beam),
and then reports an index of at least one channel re-
source with a relatively large RSRP and the correspond-
ing RSRP to the network device. However, when the net-
work device sends data to the terminal by using a plurality
of beams, interference may exist between the beams. In
this case, a data transmission error is caused, and data
transmission quality is reduced.
[0004] In a conventional solution, the terminal may
measure impact of another beam on a beam. That is, the
terminal may measure impact of an interference resource
on a channel resource. Specifically, the terminal may cal-
culate a signal to interference plus noise ratio (signal to
interference plus noise ratio, SINR) for the channel re-
source, and report the SINR to the network device. In
this way, the network device may learn the impact of the
interference resource on the channel resource.
[0005] When a plurality of transmission beams are si-
multaneously used for transmission, the terminal device
may use a plurality of reception beams for receiving. In
this scenario, if another interference signal exists, the
terminal device may receive the interference signal from

the plurality of reception beams. Therefore, in a beam
measurement process, to accurately measure interfer-
ence caused by the interference signal to the plurality of
transmission beams, all the plurality of reception beams
need to be used to measure the interference signal. How-
ever, in the conventional technology, the network device
can indicate only one reception beam to the terminal de-
vice. In this case, the foregoing measurement require-
ment cannot be met.

SUMMARY

[0006] This application provides an interference meas-
urement reporting method and a communications appa-
ratus, so that interference from an interference resource
to each of K channel resources on which signals are si-
multaneously sent can be measured, to improve accu-
racy of interference measurement.
[0007] According to a first aspect, an interference
measurement reporting method is provided, where the
method includes: A terminal uses spatial reception pa-
rameters of K channel resources as spatial reception pa-
rameters of each interference resource of M interference
resources of the terminal, where the K channel resources
are channel resources on which the terminal can receive
signals simultaneously sent by a network device by using
the K channel resources, and M is a positive integer. The
terminal determines a first measurement result of the K
channel resources based on the spatial reception param-
eters of a first interference resource in the M interference
resources, where K is a positive integer greater than or
equal to 2. The terminal sends a measurement report to
the network device, where the measurement report is
used to indicate M measurement results, and includes
the first measurement result.
[0008] The network device simultaneously sends the
signals by using the K channel resources, and the termi-
nal may receive the signals that are sent by using the K
channel resources. The terminal uses the spatial recep-
tion parameters of the K channel resources as the spatial
reception parameters of each interference resource of
the M interference resources, then measures the first in-
terference resource based on the spatial reception pa-
rameters of the first interference resource in the M inter-
ference resources, determines the first measurement re-
sult of the K channel resources under interference of the
first interference resource, and reports the M measure-
ment results of the M interference resources to the net-
work device by using the measurement report, so that
the network device can more accurately learn accuracy
of interference from an interference resource to a channel
resource.
[0009] In some possible implementations, before a ter-
minal uses spatial reception parameters of K channel
resources as spatial reception parameters of each inter-
ference resource of M interference resources of the ter-
minal, the method further includes: The terminal receives
measurement configuration information, where the
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measurement configuration information is used to con-
figure N channel resources and the M interference re-
sources, and N is a positive integer. The terminal deter-
mines, from the N channel resources, the K channel re-
sources on which the terminal can receive the signals
simultaneously sent by the network device.
[0010] In a measurement reporting process, the net-
work device configures the N channel resources and the
M interference resources by using the measurement con-
figuration information. The terminal first selects, from the
N channel resources, the K channel resources that can
be simultaneously received by the terminal, and then us-
es the spatial reception parameters of the K channel re-
sources as the spatial reception parameters of each in-
terference resource of the M interference resources, to
measure the M interference resources. In this way, the
network device does not configure the N channel re-
sources and the M interference resources for a plurality
of times, and this reduces signaling overheads.
[0011] In some possible implementations, time corre-
sponding to the N channel resources is earlier than time
corresponding to the M interference resources.
[0012] The terminal may determine, in advance, the K
channel resources on which the terminal can receive sig-
nals that are simultaneously sent, then uses the spatial
reception parameters of the K channel resources as the
spatial reception parameters of each interference re-
source of the M interference resources, further measures
the first interference resource based on the spatial re-
ception parameters of the first interference resource in
the M interference resources, determines the first meas-
urement result of the K channel resources under the in-
terference of the first interference resource, and reports
the M measurement results of the M interference resourc-
es to the network device by using the measurement re-
port, so that the network device can more accurately learn
the accuracy of the interference from the interference
resource to the channel resource.
[0013] In some possible implementations, that the ter-
minal uses the spatial reception parameters of the K
channel resources as the spatial reception parameters
of an interference resource includes: The terminal uses
the spatial reception parameters of the K channel re-
sources as the spatial reception parameters of each in-
terference resource of the M interference resources
when at least one of the following cases is met: A group-
based beam reporting parameter in the measurement
configuration information indicates enabled, where the
group-based beam reporting parameter is used to indi-
cate whether to report the M measurement results. A
report quantity parameter in the measurement configu-
ration information indicates that the measurement result
includes a signal to interference plus noise ratio SINR
The M interference resources are configured in the meas-
urement configuration information. No transmission con-
figuration index state TCI-state of the M interference re-
sources is configured in the measurement configuration
information.

[0014] The terminal may set a condition, and only when
the condition is met, the spatial reception parameters of
the K channel resources are used as the spatial reception
parameters of each interference resource of the M inter-
ference resources. In other words, the terminal may flex-
ibly select an appropriate interference measurement de-
termining manner.
[0015] In some possible implementations, before a ter-
minal uses spatial reception parameters of K channel
resources as spatial reception parameters of an interfer-
ence resource of the terminal, the method further in-
cludes: The terminal receives first measurement config-
uration information from the network device, where the
first measurement configuration information is used to
configure the M interference resources and the spatial
reception parameters of the K channel resources.
[0016] The K channel resources are directly config-
ured, rather than determined from the configured N chan-
nel resources. That is, the network device configures the
K channel resources and the M interference resources.
The terminal measures the M interference resources by
using the spatial reception parameters of the K channel
resources as the spatial reception parameters of each
interference resource of the M interference resources. In
this way, the terminal does not perform selection, and
power consumption of the terminal is reduced.
[0017] In some possible implementations, that a termi-
nal uses spatial reception parameters of K channel re-
sources as spatial reception parameters of an interfer-
ence resource of the terminal includes: The terminal uses
the spatial reception parameters of the K channel re-
sources as the spatial reception parameters of each in-
terference resource of the M interference resources
when at least one of the following cases is met: A group-
based beam reporting parameter in the first measure-
ment configuration information indicates enabled, and a
report quantity parameter in the first measurement con-
figuration information indicates that the measurement re-
sult includes an SINR, where the group-based beam re-
porting parameter is used to indicate whether to report
the M measurement results. The group-based beam re-
porting parameter in the first measurement configuration
information indicates enabled, and the M interference re-
sources are configured in the first measurement config-
uration information, where the group-based beam report-
ing parameter is used to indicate whether to report the
M measurement results. The group-based beam report-
ing parameter in the first measurement configuration in-
formation indicates enabled, the M interference resourc-
es are configured in the first measurement configuration
information, and no transmission configuration index
state TCI-state of the M interference resources is config-
ured in the first measurement configuration information,
where the group-based beam reporting parameter is
used to indicate whether to report the M measurement
results.
[0018] The terminal may set a condition, and only when
the condition is met, the spatial reception parameters of
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the K channel resources are used as the spatial reception
parameters of each interference resource of the M inter-
ference resources. In other words, the terminal may flex-
ibly select an appropriate interference measurement de-
termining manner.
[0019] In some possible implementations, before the
terminal receives first measurement configuration infor-
mation from the network device, the method further in-
cludes: The terminal receives second measurement con-
figuration information from the network device, where the
second measurement configuration information is used
to configure the N channel resources, and N is a positive
integer. The terminal determines, based on the second
measurement configuration information, the K channel
resources on which the terminal can receive the signals
simultaneously sent by the network device. The terminal
sends indication information to the network device, where
the indication information is used to indicate the K chan-
nel resources.
[0020] The terminal may select a channel resource in
advance, and notify the network device of the selected
channel resource, to improve accuracy of the first meas-
urement configuration information configured by the net-
work device.
[0021] In some possible implementations, that the ter-
minal determines, based on the second measurement
configuration information, the K channel resources on
which the terminal can receive the signals simultaneously
sent by the network device includes: When at least one
of the following cases is met, the terminal determines,
based on the second measurement configuration infor-
mation, the K channel resources on which the terminal
can receive the signals simultaneously sent by the net-
work device: A group-based beam reporting parameter
in the second measurement configuration information in-
dicates enabled, and a report quantity parameter in the
second measurement configuration information indi-
cates that the measurement result includes a reference
signal received power RSRP, where the group-based
beam reporting parameter is used to indicate whether to
report the M measurement results. The group-based
beam reporting parameter in the second measurement
configuration information indicates enabled, and the M
interference resources are not configured in the second
measurement configuration information, where the
group-based beam reporting parameter is used to indi-
cate whether to report the M measurement results.
[0022] The terminal may set a condition. When the con-
dition is met, the terminal selects, from the N channel
resources, the K channel resources on which the terminal
can receive the signals simultaneously sent by the net-
work device. In other words, the terminal may set the
condition to flexibly set whether the K channel resources
on which the terminal can receive the signals simultane-
ously sent by the network device are to be determined.
[0023] In some possible implementations, the meas-
urement result includes the SINR, and further includes
at least one SINR difference. The at least one SINR dif-

ference is a difference between an SINR in each meas-
urement result of the K measurement results except the
first measurement result and an SINR in the first meas-
urement result. The first SINR included in the first meas-
urement result is a largest SINR in the K measurement
result, there is a mapping relationship between the first
SINR and a step, and a product of the step and a bit value
is used to indicate the SINR difference.
[0024] Different reference SINRs may correspond to
different steps, which avoids using a fixed step, and im-
proves flexibility of indicating the SINR difference.
[0025] According to a second aspect, an interference
measurement reporting method is provided. The method
includes: determining measurement configuration infor-
mation, where the measurement configuration informa-
tion is used to configure N channel resources and M in-
terference resources, and N is a positive integer; and
sending the measurement configuration information to a
terminal.
[0026] In a measurement reporting process, a network
device configures the N channel resources and the M
interference resources by using the measurement con-
figuration information. The terminal first selects, from the
N channel resources, the K channel resources that can
be simultaneously received by the terminal, and then us-
es spatial reception parameters of the K channel resourc-
es as spatial reception parameters of each interference
resource of the M interference resources, to measure the
M interference resources. In this way, the network device
does not configure the N channel resources and the M
interference resources for a plurality of times, and this
reduces signaling overheads.
[0027] In some possible implementations, the meas-
urement configuration information includes a group-
based beam reporting parameter and/or a report quantity
parameter. The group-based beam reporting parameter
is used to indicate whether to report M measurement
results, and the report quantity parameter is used to in-
dicate that the measurement result includes a signal to
interference plus noise ratio SINR.
[0028] In some possible implementations, the meas-
urement result includes the SINR, and further includes
at least one SINR difference. The at least one SINR dif-
ference is a difference between an SINR in each meas-
urement result of the K measurement results except the
first measurement result and an SINR in the first meas-
urement result. The first SINR included in the first meas-
urement result is a largest SINR in the K measurement
result, there is a mapping relationship between the first
SINR and a step, and a product of the step and a bit value
is used to indicate the SINR difference.
[0029] Different reference SINRs may correspond to
different steps, which avoids using a fixed step, and im-
proves flexibility of indicating the SINR difference.
[0030] According to a third aspect, an interference
measurement reporting method is provided. The method
includes: determining first measurement configuration in-
formation, where the first measurement configuration in-
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formation is used to configure M interference resources
and spatial reception parameters of K channel resources;
and sending the first measurement configuration infor-
mation to a terminal.
[0031] The K channel resources are directly configured
by a network device, rather than determined from con-
figured N channel resources by the terminal. That is, the
network device configures the K channel resources and
the M interference resources. The terminal uses the spa-
tial reception parameters of the K channel resources as
spatial reception parameters of each interference re-
source of the M interference resources, to measure the
M interference resources. In this way, the terminal does
not perform selection, and power consumption of the ter-
minal is reduced.
[0032] In some possible implementations, the first
measurement configuration information includes a
group-based beam reporting parameter and/or a report
quantity parameter. The group-based beam reporting pa-
rameter is used to indicate whether to report M meas-
urement results, and the report quantity parameter is
used to indicate that the measurement result includes a
signal to interference plus noise ratio SINR.
[0033] In some possible implementations, before the
first measurement configuration information is sent, sec-
ond measurement configuration information is sent to the
terminal, where the second measurement configuration
information is used to configure the N channel resources,
and N is a positive integer. Indication information is re-
ceived from the terminal, where the indication information
is used to indicate the K channel resources.
[0034] The network device first configures the N chan-
nel resources for the terminal, and the terminal may se-
lect a channel resource in advance, and notify the net-
work device of the selected channel resource, to improve
accuracy of the first measurement configuration informa-
tion configured by the network device.
[0035] In some possible implementations, the meas-
urement result includes the SINR, and further includes
at least one SINR difference. The at least one SINR dif-
ference is a difference between an SINR in each meas-
urement result of the K measurement results except the
first measurement result and an SINR in the first meas-
urement result. The first SINR included in the first meas-
urement result is a largest SINR in the K measurement
result, there is a mapping relationship between the first
SINR and a step, and a product of the step and a bit value
is used to indicate the SINR difference.
[0036] Different reference SINRs may correspond to
different steps, which avoids using a fixed step, and im-
proves flexibility of indicating the SINR difference.
[0037] According to a fourth aspect, a method for de-
termining a transmission beam of a channel resource is
provided. The method includes: receiving measurement
configuration information from a network device, where
the measurement configuration information is used to
configure N channel resources and M interference re-
sources, and includes a repetition parameter of the N

channel resources, and a status of the repetition param-
eter of the N channel resources indicates whether trans-
mission beams of the N channel resources are the same;
and determining, based on the repetition parameter of
the N channel resources, whether the transmission
beams of the N channel resources are the same.
[0038] The terminal determines, based on the repeti-
tion parameter in the measurement configuration infor-
mation, whether the transmission beams of the N channel
resources are the same. In other words, the network de-
vice may implicitly notify the terminal whether the trans-
mission beams of the N channel resources are the same,
to avoid direct indication, and reduce signaling over-
heads.
[0039] In some possible implementations, the config-
uration information further includes a repetition parame-
ter of the M interference resources, and a status of the
repetition parameter of the M interference resources in-
dicates whether transmission beams of the M interfer-
ence resources are the same. Whether the transmission
beams of the M interference resources are the same is
determined based on the repetition parameter of the M
interference resources.
[0040] The network device may implicitly notify the ter-
minal whether the transmission beams of the M interfer-
ence resources are the same, to avoid direct indication,
and reduce signaling overheads.
[0041] In some possible implementations, when a first
status of the repetition parameter of the N channel re-
sources indicates that the transmission beams of the N
channel resources are the same and the transmission
beams of the M interference resources are different, a
measurement report includes at least one measurement
result and an index of a channel resource corresponding
to the at least one measurement result.
[0042] By reporting the index of the channel resource,
the terminal may obtain information about the interfer-
ence resource, that is, an interference resource corre-
sponding to each reported measurement result, to im-
prove data transmission performance.
[0043] According to a fifth aspect, a method for deter-
mining a transmission beam of a channel resource is
provided. The method includes: determining measure-
ment configuration information, where the measurement
configuration information is used to configure N channel
resources and M interference resources, and includes a
repetition parameter of the N channel resources, and a
status of the repetition parameter of the N channel re-
sources indicates whether transmission beams of the N
channel resources are the same; and sending the meas-
urement configuration information to a terminal.
[0044] The terminal determines, based on the repeti-
tion parameter in the measurement configuration infor-
mation, whether the transmission beams of the N channel
resources are the same. In other words, the network de-
vice may implicitly notify the terminal whether the trans-
mission beams of the N channel resources are the same,
to avoid direct indication, and reduce signaling over-
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heads.
[0045] In some possible implementations, the config-
uration information further includes a repetition parame-
ter of the M interference resources, and a status of the
repetition parameter of the M interference resources in-
dicates whether transmission beams of the M interfer-
ence resources are the same. Whether the transmission
beams of the M interference resources are the same is
determined based on the repetition parameter of the M
interference resources.
[0046] The network device may implicitly notify the ter-
minal whether the transmission beams of the M interfer-
ence resources are the same, to avoid direct indication,
and reduce signaling overheads.
[0047] In some possible implementations, when a first
status of the repetition parameter of the N channel re-
sources indicates that the transmission beams of the N
channel resources are the same and the transmission
beams of the M interference resources are different, a
measurement report includes at least one measurement
result and an index of a channel resource corresponding
to the at least one measurement result.
[0048] By reporting the index of the channel resource,
the terminal may obtain information about the interfer-
ence resource, that is, an interference resource corre-
sponding to each reported measurement result, to im-
prove data transmission performance.
[0049] According to a sixth aspect, a signal transmis-
sion apparatus is provided. The apparatus may be a ter-
minal, or a chip used for the terminal, for example, a chip
that can be disposed in the terminal. The apparatus has
a function of implementing the first aspect and various
possible implementations of the first aspect. The function
may be implemented by hardware, or may be implement-
ed by hardware executing corresponding software. The
hardware or the software includes one or more modules
corresponding to the function.
[0050] In a possible design, the apparatus includes a
processing module and a transceiver module. The trans-
ceiver module may be, for example, at least one of a
transceiver, a receiver, and a transmitter. The transceiver
module may include a receiving module and a sending
module, and may specifically include a radio frequency
circuit or an antenna. The processing module may be a
processor. Optionally, the apparatus further includes a
storage module, and the storage module may be, for ex-
ample, a memory. When the apparatus includes the stor-
age module, the storage module is configured to store
instructions. The processing module is connected to the
storage module, and may execute the instructions stored
in the storage module or instructions from others, so that
the apparatus performs the method according to the first
aspect and the various possible implementations. In this
design, the apparatus may be a terminal.
[0051] In another possible design, when the apparatus
is a chip, the chip includes a processing module and a
transceiver module. The transceiver module may be, for
example, an input/output interface, a pin, or a circuit in

the chip. The processing module may be, for example,
a processor. The processing module may execute in-
structions, so that the chip in the terminal performs the
foregoing method and any possible implementation
method. Optionally, the processing module may execute
instructions in a storage module, and the storage module
may be a storage module in the chip, for example, a reg-
ister or a buffer. The storage module may alternatively
be located inside a communications device but outside
the chip, for example, a read-only memory (read-only
memory, ROM), another type of static storage device that
can store static information and instructions, or a random
access memory (random access memory, RAM).
[0052] The processor mentioned in any of the forego-
ing designs may be a general-purpose central processing
unit (CPU), a microprocessor, an application-specific in-
tegrated circuit (application-specific integrated circuit,
ASIC), or one or more integrated circuits configured to
control program execution of the method according to
the first aspect and any possible implementation.
[0053] According to a seventh aspect, a signal trans-
mission apparatus is provided. The apparatus may be a
network device, or a chip used in the network device, for
example, a chip that can be disposed in the network de-
vice. The apparatus has a function of implementing the
second aspect and various possible implementations.
The function may be implemented by hardware, or may
be implemented by hardware executing corresponding
software. The hardware or the software includes one or
more modules corresponding to the function.
[0054] In a possible design, the apparatus includes a
transceiver module and a processing module. The trans-
ceiver module may be, for example, at least one of a
transceiver, a receiver, and a transmitter. The transceiver
module may include a receiving module and a sending
module, and may specifically include a radio frequency
circuit or an antenna. The processing module may be a
processor.
[0055] Optionally, the apparatus further includes a
storage module, and the storage module may be, for ex-
ample, a memory. When the apparatus includes the stor-
age module, the storage module is configured to store
instructions. The processing module is connected to the
storage module, and may execute the instructions stored
in the storage module or instructions from another mod-
ule, so that the apparatus performs the method according
to any one of the second aspect or the possible imple-
mentations thereof.
[0056] In another possible design, when the apparatus
is a chip, the chip includes a transceiver module and a
processing module. The transceiver module may be, for
example, an input/output interface, a pin, or a circuit in
the chip. The processing module may be, for example,
a processor. The processing module may execute in-
structions, so that the chip in the network device performs
the method according to any one of the second aspect
and the possible implementations of the second aspect.
[0057] Optionally, the processing module may execute
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instructions in a storage module, and the storage module
may be a storage module in the chip, for example, a reg-
ister or a buffer. The storage module may alternatively
be located inside a communications device but outside
the chip, for example, a read-only memory (read-only
memory, ROM), another type of static storage device that
can store static information and instructions, or a random
access memory (random access memory, RAM).
[0058] The processor mentioned above may be a gen-
eral-purpose central processing unit (CPU), a microproc-
essor, an application-specific integrated circuit (applica-
tion-specific integrated circuit, ASIC), or one or more in-
tegrated circuits configured to control program execution
of the method according to the second aspect.
[0059] According to an eighth aspect, a signal trans-
mission apparatus is provided. The apparatus may be a
network device, or a chip used in the network device, for
example, a chip that can be disposed in the network de-
vice. The apparatus has a function of implementing the
third aspect and various possible implementations there-
of. The function may be implemented by hardware, or
may be implemented by hardware executing correspond-
ing software. The hardware or the software includes one
or more modules corresponding to the function.
[0060] In a possible design, the apparatus includes a
transceiver module and a processing module. The trans-
ceiver module may be, for example, at least one of a
transceiver, a receiver, and a transmitter. The transceiver
module may include a receiving module and a sending
module, and may specifically include a radio frequency
circuit or an antenna. The processing module may be a
processor.
[0061] Optionally, the apparatus further includes a
storage module, and the storage module may be, for ex-
ample, a memory. When the apparatus includes the stor-
age module, the storage module is configured to store
instructions. The processing module is connected to the
storage module, and may execute the instructions stored
in the storage module or instructions from another mod-
ule, so that the apparatus performs the method according
to any one of the third aspect or the possible implemen-
tations thereof.
[0062] In another possible design, when the apparatus
is a chip, the chip includes a transceiver module and a
processing module. The transceiver module may be, for
example, an input/output interface, a pin, or a circuit in
the chip. The processing module may be, for example,
a processor. The processing module may execute in-
structions, so that the chip in the network device performs
the method according to any one of the third aspect and
the possible implementations of the third aspect.
[0063] Optionally, the processing module may execute
instructions in a storage module, and the storage module
may be a storage module in the chip, for example, a reg-
ister or a buffer. The storage module may alternatively
be located inside a communications device but outside
the chip, for example, a read-only memory (read-only
memory, ROM), another type of static storage device that

can store static information and instructions, or a random
access memory (random access memory, RAM).
[0064] The processor mentioned above may be a gen-
eral-purpose central processing unit (CPU), a microproc-
essor, an application-specific integrated circuit (applica-
tion-specific integrated circuit, ASIC), or one or more in-
tegrated circuits configured to control program execution
of the method according to the third aspect.
[0065] According to a ninth aspect, a signal transmis-
sion apparatus is provided. The apparatus may be a ter-
minal, or a chip used for the terminal, for example, a chip
that can be disposed in the terminal. The apparatus has
a function of implementing the fourth aspect and various
possible implementations thereof. The function may be
implemented by hardware, or may be implemented by
hardware executing corresponding software. The hard-
ware or the software includes one or more modules cor-
responding to the function.
[0066] In a possible design, the apparatus includes a
processing module and a transceiver module. The trans-
ceiver module may be, for example, at least one of a
transceiver, a receiver, and a transmitter. The transceiver
module may include a receiving module and a sending
module, and may specifically include a radio frequency
circuit or an antenna. The processing module may be a
processor. Optionally, the apparatus further includes a
storage module, and the storage module may be, for ex-
ample, a memory. When the apparatus includes the stor-
age module, the storage module is configured to store
instructions. The processing module is connected to the
storage module. The processing module may execute
the instructions stored in the storage module or other
instructions, so that the apparatus performs the method
according to any one of the fourth aspect and the possible
implementations of the fourth aspect. In this design, the
apparatus may be a terminal.
[0067] In another possible design, when the apparatus
is a chip, the chip includes a processing module and a
transceiver module. The transceiver module may be, for
example, an input/output interface, a pin, or a circuit in
the chip. The processing module may be, for example,
a processor. The processing module may execute in-
structions, so that the chip in the terminal performs the
foregoing method and any possible implementation
method. Optionally, the processing module may execute
instructions in a storage module, and the storage module
may be a storage module in the chip, for example, a reg-
ister or a buffer. The storage module may alternatively
be located inside a communications device but outside
the chip, for example, a read-only memory (read-only
memory, ROM), another type of static storage device that
can store static information and instructions, or a random
access memory (random access memory, RAM).
[0068] The processor mentioned in any of the forego-
ing designs may be a general-purpose central processing
unit (CPU), a microprocessor, an application-specific in-
tegrated circuit (application-specific integrated circuit,
ASIC), or one or more integrated circuits configured to
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control program execution of the method according to
the fourth aspect and any possible implementation of the
fourth aspect.
[0069] According to a tenth aspect, a signal transmis-
sion apparatus is provided. The apparatus may be a net-
work device, or a chip used in the network device, for
example, a chip that can be disposed in the network de-
vice. The apparatus has a function of implementing the
fifth aspect and various possible implementations of the
fifth aspect. The function may be implemented by hard-
ware, or may be implemented by hardware executing
corresponding software. The hardware or the software
includes one or more modules corresponding to the func-
tion.
[0070] In a possible design, the apparatus includes a
transceiver module and a processing module. The trans-
ceiver module may be, for example, at least one of a
transceiver, a receiver, and a transmitter. The transceiver
module may include a receiving module and a sending
module, and may specifically include a radio frequency
circuit or an antenna. The processing module may be a
processor.
[0071] Optionally, the apparatus further includes a
storage module, and the storage module may be, for ex-
ample, a memory. When the apparatus includes the stor-
age module, the storage module is configured to store
instructions. The processing module is connected to the
storage module, and may execute the instructions stored
in the storage module or instructions from another mod-
ule, so that the apparatus performs the method according
to any one of the fifth aspect or the possible implemen-
tations thereof.
[0072] In another possible design, when the apparatus
is a chip, the chip includes a transceiver module and a
processing module. The transceiver module may be, for
example, an input/output interface, a pin, or a circuit in
the chip. The processing module may be, for example,
a processor. The processing module may execute in-
structions, so that the chip in the network device performs
the method according to any one of the fifth aspect and
the possible implementations of the fifth aspect.
[0073] Optionally, the processing module may execute
instructions in a storage module, and the storage module
may be a storage module in the chip, for example, a reg-
ister or a buffer. The storage module may alternatively
be located inside a communications device but outside
the chip, for example, a read-only memory (read-only
memory, ROM), another type of static storage device that
can store static information and instructions, or a random
access memory (random access memory, RAM).
[0074] The processor mentioned above may be a gen-
eral-purpose central processing unit (CPU), a microproc-
essor, an application-specific integrated circuit (applica-
tion-specific integrated circuit, ASIC), or one or more in-
tegrated circuits configured to control program execution
of the method according to the fifth aspect.
[0075] According to an eleventh aspect, a computer
storage medium is provided. The computer storage me-

dium stores program code. The program code is used to
indicate instructions for performing the method according
to the first aspect or the fourth aspect and any possible
implementation thereof.
[0076] According to a twelfth aspect, a computer stor-
age medium is provided. The computer storage medium
stores program code, and the program code is used to
indicate instructions for performing the method according
to any one of the second aspect, the third aspect, the
fifth aspect, or any possible implementation thereof.
[0077] According to a thirteenth aspect, a computer
program product including instructions is provided. When
the computer program product runs on a computer, the
computer is enabled to perform the method according to
the first aspect or the fourth aspect, or any possible im-
plementation thereof.
[0078] According to a fourteenth aspect, a computer
program product including instructions is provided. When
the computer program product runs on a computer, the
computer is enabled to perform the method according to
any one of the second aspect, the third aspect, the fifth
aspect, or any possible implementation thereof.
[0079] According to a fifteenth aspect, a communica-
tions system is provided. The communications system
includes an apparatus that has a function of implement-
ing the method and the possible designs according to
the first aspect and an apparatus that has a function of
implementing the method and the possible designs ac-
cording to the second aspect.
[0080] According to a sixteenth aspect, a communica-
tions system is provided. The communications system
includes an apparatus that has a function of implement-
ing the method and the possible designs according to
the first aspect and an apparatus that has a function of
implementing the method and the possible designs ac-
cording to the third aspect.
[0081] According to a seventeenth aspect, a commu-
nications system is provided. The communications sys-
tem includes an apparatus that has a function of imple-
menting the method and the possible designs according
to the fourth aspect and an apparatus that has a function
of implementing the method and the possible designs
according to the fifth aspect.
[0082] According to an eighteenth aspect, a processor
is provided. The processor is configured to be coupled
to a memory, and is configured to perform the method
according to the first aspect, the fourth aspect, or any
possible implementation thereof.
[0083] According to a nineteenth aspect, a processor
is provided. The processor is configured to be coupled
to a memory, and perform the method according to the
second aspect, the third aspect, the fifth aspect, or any
possible implementation thereof.
[0084] Based on the foregoing technical solutions, the
network device simultaneously sends the signals by us-
ing the K channel resources, and the terminal may re-
ceive the signals sent by using the K channel resources.
The terminal uses the spatial reception parameters of
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the K channel resources as the spatial reception param-
eters of each interference resource of the M interference
resources, then measures the first interference resource
based on the spatial reception parameters of the first
interference resource in the M interference resources,
determines the first measurement result of the K channel
resources under interference of the first interference re-
source, and reports the M measurement results of the M
interference resources to the network device by using
the measurement report, so that the network device can
more accurately learn accuracy of interference from an
interference resource to a channel resource.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0085]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a communications
system according to this application;
FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of a beam interfer-
ence measurement reporting method in a conven-
tional solution;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a beam interference
measurement reporting method in a conventional
solution;
FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart of an interference
measurement reporting method according to an em-
bodiment of this application;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of an interference
measurement reporting method according to a spe-
cific embodiment of this application;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of an interference
measurement reporting method according to anoth-
er specific embodiment of this application;
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of an interference
measurement reporting method according to anoth-
er specific embodiment of this application;
FIG. 8 is a schematic block diagram of a communi-
cations apparatus according to an embodiment of
this application;
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a
communications apparatus according to an embod-
iment of this application;
FIG. 10 is a schematic block diagram of a commu-
nications apparatus according to another embodi-
ment of this application;
FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a
communications apparatus according to an embod-
iment of this application;
FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a
communications apparatus according to an embod-
iment of this application;
FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a
communications apparatus according to another
embodiment of this application;
FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a
communications apparatus according to another
embodiment of this application; and

FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a
communications apparatus according to another
embodiment of this application.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0086] The following describes technical solutions in
this application with reference to the accompanying
drawings.
[0087] The following describes terms in this application
in detail.

1. Beam (beam)

[0088] The beam in an NR protocol may be embodied
as a spatial domain filter (spatial domain filter) that is also
referred to as a spatial filter (spatial filter) or a spatial
parameter (spatial parameter). A beam used to send a
signal may be referred to as a transmission beam (trans-
mission beam, Tx beam), or may be referred to as a spa-
tial domain transmission filter (spatial domain transmis-
sion filter) or a spatial transmission parameter (spatial
transmission parameter). A beam used to receive a sig-
nal may be referred to as a reception beam (reception
beam, Rx beam), or may be referred to as a spatial do-
main receive filter (spatial domain receive filter) or a spa-
tial reception parameter (spatial Rx parameter).
[0089] The transmission beam may refer to distribution
of signal strength formed in different directions in space
after a signal is transmitted by using an antenna, and the
reception beam may refer to distribution of signal
strength, in different directions in space, of a radio signal
received from an antenna.
[0090] In addition, the beam may be a wide beam, a
narrow beam, or a beam of another type. A technology
for forming the beam may be a beamforming technology
or another technology. The beamforming technology
may be specifically a digital beamforming technology, an
analog beamforming technology, a hybrid digital/analog
beamforming technology, or the like
[0091] The beam usually corresponds to a resource.
For example, during beam measurement, a network de-
vice measures different beams by using different re-
sources, a terminal feeds back resource quality obtained
through measurement, and the network device knows
quality of a corresponding beam. During data transmis-
sion, beam information is also indicated through a re-
source corresponding to the beam information. For ex-
ample, the network device indicates information about a
PDSCH beam to the terminal by using a resource in a
TCI of DCI.
[0092] Optionally, a plurality of beams that have a
same communications feature or similar communica-
tions features are considered as one beam. One beam
may include one or more antenna ports, configured to
transmit a data channel, a control channel, a sounding
signal, and the like. The one or more antenna ports form-
ing the beam may also be considered as one antenna
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port set.
[0093] During beam measurement, each beam of the
network device corresponds to one resource. Therefore,
an index of the resource may be used to uniquely identify
the beam corresponding to the resource.

2. Resource

[0094] During beam measurement, a beam corre-
sponding to a resource may be uniquely identified
through an index of the resource. The resource may be
an uplink signal resource, or may be a downlink signal
resource. An uplink signal includes but is not limited to a
sounding reference signal (sounding reference signal,
SRS) and a demodulation reference signal (demodula-
tion reference signal, DMRS). A downlink signal includes
but is not limited to a channel state information reference
signal (channel state information reference signal, CSI-
RS), a cell-specific reference signal (cell-specific refer-
ence signal, CS-RS), a UE-specific reference signal (us-
er equipment-specific reference signal, US-RS), a de-
modulation reference signal (demodulation reference
signal, DMRS), and a synchronization signal/physical
broadcast channel block (synchronization system/phys-
icalbroadcast channel block, SS/PBCH block). The
SS/PBCH block may be referred to as a synchronization
signal block (synchronization signal block, SSB) for short.
[0095] The resource is configured by using radio re-
source control (radio resource control, RRC) signaling.
In a configuration structure, one resource is one data
structure, including a related parameter of an up-
link/downlink signal corresponding to the resource, for
example, a type of the uplink/downlink signal, a resource
element that carries the uplink/downlink signal, transmit
time and a transmit periodicity of the uplink/downlink sig-
nal, and a quantity of ports used to send the uplink/down-
link signal. Each resource of the uplink/downlink signal
has a unique index, to identify the resource of the down-
link signal. It may be understood that the index of the
resource may also be referred to as an identifier of the
resource. This is not limited in embodiments of this ap-
plication.

3. Channel resource

[0096] The channel resource is a resource that is re-
ported by a terminal and used for data transmission in
beam measurement.

4. Interference resource

[0097] During interference measurement, for a specific
channel resource, a terminal considers other resources
as interference to the channel resource, and calculates
the interference to the channel resource. These resourc-
es considered as interference are collectively referred to
as interference resources.

5. Group-based reporting

[0098] The group-based reporting is a special report-
ing manner, and can be activated by configuring a group-
based beam reporting parameter (group-based beam re-
porting) in measurement configuration as enabled (for
example, configured as enabled). Specifically, when the
group-based beam reporting parameter is configured as
enabled, a terminal selects two resources that can be
simultaneously received by the terminal, and reports in-
dexes of the two resources to a network device.

6. Transmission configuration index (transmission con-
figuration index, TCI)-state (state)

[0099] The TCI-state is configured by a network device
for each terminal. A structure of the TCI-state is shown
in FIG. 1. Each TCI-state includes an index of the TCI-
state: TCI-state identity (identity, ID), and two pieces of
quasi-co-location (quasi-co-location, QCL)-information
(Info). Each piece of QCL-Info includes a cell field and a
bandwidth part (bandwidth part, bwp)-ID, which indicate
a specific BWP of a specific cell (cell) in which the TCI-
state is used. That is, different pieces of QCL-Info can
be configured for different cells or different BWPs of a
same cell. The QCL-Info further includes a reference sig-
nal (reference signal), used to indicate a reference signal
resource with which a QCL relationship is formed. It may
be understood that, in the R15 protocol, the term "beam"
usually does not appear directly, and is usually replaced
by another term. For example, during both data trans-
mission and channel measurement, a beam and a refer-
ence signal resource are in a correspondence, and one
beam corresponds to one reference signal resource.
Therefore, a reference signal resource with which a QCL
relationship is formed herein essentially means a beam
with which a QCL relationship is formed. The QCL rela-
tionship means that two reference signal resources (or
two antenna ports, where the antenna port and the ref-
erence signal resource are also in a one-to-one corre-
spondence) have some same spatial parameters. Spe-
cifically, which spatial parameters are the same depends
on a type of the QCL-Info, namely, another field qcl-Type
of the QCL-Info. qcl-Type may have four values: {typeA,
typeB, typeC, typeD}. TypeD is used as an example.
TypeD indicates that the two reference signal resources
have same spatial receive parameter information, that
is, the two beams correspond to a same reception beam.
A maximum of one of the two pieces of QCL-Info included
in the TCI-state can be of TypeD.
[0100] It should be noted that, with continuous devel-
opment of technologies, the terms in embodiments of this
application may change, but all of them shall fall within
the protection scope of this application.
[0101] The technical solutions in embodiments of this
application may be used in various communications sys-
tems, for example, a global system for mobile communi-
cations (global system for mobile communications,
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GSM), a code division multiple access (code division mul-
tiple access, CDMA) system, a wideband code division
multiple access (wideband code division multiple access,
WCDMA) system, a general packet radio service (gen-
eral packet radio service, GPRS), a long term evolution
(long term evolution, LTE) system, an LTE frequency di-
vision duplex (frequency division duplex, FDD) system,
an LTE time division duplex (time division duplex, TDD),
a universal mobile telecommunication system (universal
mobile telecommunication system, UMTS), a worldwide
interoperability for microwave access (worldwide inter-
operability for microwave access, WiMAX) communica-
tions system, a future fifth generation (5th generation,
5G) system, or a new radio (new radio, NR) system.
[0102] The terminal in embodiments of this application
may be user equipment, an access terminal, a subscriber
unit, a subscriber station, a mobile station, a mobile con-
sole, a remote station, a remote terminal, a mobile device,
a user terminal, a terminal, a wireless communications
device, a user agent, or a user apparatus. The terminal
may alternatively be a cellular phone, a cordless phone,
a Session Initiation Protocol (Session Initiation Protocol,
SIP) phone, a wireless local loop (wireless local loop,
WLL) station, a personal digital assistant (personal digital
assistant, PDA), a handheld device having a wireless
communications function, a computing device, another
processing device connected to a wireless modem, a ve-
hicle-mounted device, a wearable device, a terminal in
a future 5G network, a terminal in a future evolved public
land mobile communications network (public land mobile
network, PLMN), or the like. This is not limited in embod-
iments of this application.
[0103] The network device in embodiments of this ap-
plication may be a device configured to communicate
with the terminal. The network device may be a base
transceiver station (base transceiver station, BTS) in a
global system for mobile communications (global system
for mobile communications, GSM) or code division mul-
tiple access (code division multiple access, CDMA), may
be a NodeB (NodeB, NB) in a wideband code division
multiple access (wideband code division multiple access,
WCDMA) system, or may be an evolved NodeB (evolved
NodeB, eNB or eNodeB) in an LTE system, or may be a
radio controller in a cloud radio access network (cloud
radio access network, CRAN) scenario. Alternatively, the
network device may be a relay station, an access point,
a vehicle-mounted device, a wearable device, a network
device in a future 5G network, a network device in a future
evolved PLMN network, or one or a group of antenna
panels (including a plurality of antenna panels) of a base
station in a 5G system, or may be a network node that
constitutes a gNB or a transmission point, for example,
a baseband unit (baseband unit, BBU) or a distributed
unit (distributed unit, DU). This is not limited in embodi-
ments of this application.
[0104] In some deployments, the gNB may include a
centralized unit (centralized unit, CU) and a DU. The gNB
may further include an active antenna unit (active anten-

na unit, AAU). The CU implements some functions of the
gNB, and the DU implements some functions of the gNB.
For example, the CU is responsible for processing a non-
real-time protocol and service, and implementing func-
tions of a radio resource control (radio resource control,
RRC) layer and a packet data convergence protocol
(packet data convergence protocol, PDCP) layer. The
DU is responsible for processing a physical layer protocol
and a real-time service, to implement functions of a radio
link control (radio link control, RLC) layer, a media access
control (media access control, MAC) layer, and a physical
(physical, PHY) layer. The AAU implements some phys-
ical layer processing functions, radio frequency process-
ing, and a function related to an active antenna. Informa-
tion at the RRC layer is eventually converted into infor-
mation at the PHY layer, or is converted from information
at the PHY layer. Therefore, in this architecture, higher
layer signaling such as RRC layer signaling may also be
considered as being sent by the DU or sent by the DU
and the AAU. It may be understood that the network de-
vice may be a device including one or more of a CU node,
a DU node, and an AAU node. In addition, the CU may
be classified into a network device in an access network
(radio access network, RAN), or may be classified into a
network device in a core network (core network, CN).
This is not limited in this application.
[0105] In embodiments of this application, the terminal
or the network device includes a hardware layer, an op-
erating system layer running above the hardware layer,
and an application layer running above the operating sys-
tem layer. The hardware layer includes hardware such
as a central processing unit (central processing unit,
CPU), a memory management unit (memory manage-
ment unit, MMU), and a memory (which is also referred
to as a main memory). The operating system may be any
one or more computer operating systems that implement
service processing through a process (process), for ex-
ample, a Linux operating system, a Unix operating sys-
tem, an Android operating system, an iOS operating sys-
tem, or a Windows operating system. The application
layer includes applications such as a browser, an ad-
dress book, word processing software, and instant mes-
saging software. In addition, a specific structure of an
execution body of a method provided in embodiments of
this application is not specifically limited in embodiments
of this application, provided that a program that records
code of the method provided in embodiments of this ap-
plication can be run to perform communication according
to the method provided in embodiments of this applica-
tion. For example, the execution body of the method pro-
vided in embodiments of this application may be the ter-
minal or the network device, or may be a functional mod-
ule that can invoke the program and execute the program
in the terminal or the network device.
[0106] In addition, aspects or features of this applica-
tion may be implemented as a method, an apparatus, or
a product that uses standard programming and/or engi-
neering technologies. The term "product" used in this ap-
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plication covers a computer program that can be ac-
cessed from any computer-readable component, carrier
or medium. For example, a computer-readable medium
may include but is not limited to: a magnetic storage com-
ponent (for example, a hard disk, a floppy disk, or a mag-
netic tape), an optical disc (for example, a compact disc
(compact disc, CD) and a digital versatile disc (digital
versatile disc, DVD)), a smart card, and a flash memory
component (for example, an erasable programmable
read-only memory (erasable programmable read-only
memory, EPROM), a card, a stick, or a key drive). In
addition, various storage media described in this speci-
fication may represent one or more devices and/or other
machine-readable media that are configured to store in-
formation. The term "machine-readable media" may in-
clude but are not limited to a wireless channel, and var-
ious other media that can store, include, and/or carry
instructions and/or data.
[0107] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a communica-
tions system according to this application. The commu-
nications system in FIG. 1 may include at least one ter-
minal (for example, a terminal 10, a terminal 20, a termi-
nal 30, a terminal 40, a terminal 50, and a terminal 60)
and a network device 70. The network device 70 is con-
figured to provide a communications service for the ter-
minal and access a core network. The terminal may ac-
cess a network by searching for a synchronization signal,
a broadcast signal, or the like sent by the network device
70, to communicate with the network. The terminal 10,
the terminal 20, the terminal 30, the terminal 40, and the
terminal 60 in FIG. 1 may perform uplink and downlink
transmission with the network device 70. For example,
the network device 70 may send downlink signals to the
terminal 10, the terminal 20, the terminal 30, the terminal
40, and the terminal 60, or may receive uplink signals
sent by the terminal 10, the terminal 20, the terminal 30,
the terminal 40, and the terminal 60.
[0108] In addition, the terminal 40, the terminal 50, and
the terminal 60 may also be considered as a communi-
cations system. The terminal 60 may send downlink sig-
nals to the terminal 40 and the terminal 50, or may receive
uplink signals sent by the terminal 40 and the terminal 50.
[0109] It should be noted that embodiments of this ap-
plication may be applied to a communications system
including one or more network devices, or may be applied
to a communications system including one or more ter-
minals. This is not limited in this application.
[0110] It should be understood that the communica-
tions system may include one or more network devices.
One network device may send data or control signaling
to one or more terminals. A plurality of network devices
may simultaneously send data or control signaling to one
or more terminals.
[0111] FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of an interfer-
ence measurement reporting method in a conventional
solution.
[0112] 201: A network device sends configuration in-
formation to a terminal.

[0113] The configuration information includes re-
source configuration information and report configuration
information. The resource configuration information in-
cludes information related to a channel resource and an
interference resource. The information related to the
channel resource may include a time-frequency resource
location corresponding to the channel resource, a spatial
reception parameter of the channel resource, and the
like. The information related to the interference resource
may include a time-frequency resource location corre-
sponding to the interference resource and a spatial re-
ception parameter of the interference resource. Alterna-
tively, the information related to the interference resource
may not include a spatial reception parameter. The net-
work device may configure one or more resource config-
urations for the terminal. Each resource configuration in-
cludes one or more resource sets, and each resource
set may include one or more resources. Each resource
configuration/resource set/resource includes its own in-
dex, and further includes some other parameters, for ex-
ample, a periodicity of a resource and a signal class cor-
responding to the resource. The report configuration in-
formation refers to information related to measurement
result reporting. Each report configuration includes re-
port-related information such as report time, a report pe-
riodicity, and a report quantity. In addition, the report con-
figuration further includes an index of a resource config-
uration, used to indicate a resource by measuring which
a reported result is obtained.
[0114] It may be understood that the channel resource
may also be referred to as a channel measurement re-
source, and the interference resource may also be re-
ferred to as an interference measurement resource.
[0115] 202: The network device sends downlink sig-
nals on a channel resource and an interference resource
that are configured in the resource configuration infor-
mation.
[0116] 203: The terminal determines a measurement
result of the channel resource under interference of the
interference resource by measuring the downlink signal
on the channel resource and the downlink signal on the
interference resource. The measurement result may be
indicated by using an SINR.
[0117] It should be understood that measuring the in-
terference from the interference resource to the channel
resource is essentially measuring interference from a sig-
nal corresponding to the interference resource to a signal
corresponding to the channel resource, or interference
from a transmission beam corresponding to the interfer-
ence resource to a transmission beam corresponding to
the channel resource.
[0118] 204: The terminal sends a measurement report
to the network device, where the measurement report is
used to indicate the measurement result and the like.
[0119] In the conventional solution, the network device
may measure interference caused by the interference
resource to a single channel resource. In FIG. 3, a ter-
minal may measure interference caused by an interfer-
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ence resource #3 (corresponding to a transmission beam
#3) on a channel resource #1 (corresponding to a trans-
mission beam #1). In a specific method, the same TCI-
state (that is, a same spatial reception parameter, or a
same reception beam) as the channel resource #1 is con-
figured for the interference resource #3. In this way, the
terminal receives downlink signals on the channel re-
source #1 and the interference resource #3 by using a
reception beam (reception beam 4) of the channel re-
source #1, to calculate an SINR of the channel resource
#1 under interference of the interference resource #3.
However, the terminal cannot measure interference
caused by an interference resource to a plurality of chan-
nel resources at the same time. For example, in FIG. 3,
reception beams corresponding to the channel resource
#1 and a channel resource #2 are beams #4 and #5.
When the channel resources #1 and #2 are sent simul-
taneously, the terminal simultaneously receives the
channel resources #1 and #2 by using the beams #4 and
#5. In this case, the terminal needs to simultaneously
receive the interference resource #3 by using the beams
#4 and #5, to measure interference caused by the inter-
ference resource #3 to the channel resources #1 and #2
at the same time. However, in the conventional technol-
ogy, a plurality of TCI-states (or a plurality of reception
beams) cannot be configured for an interference re-
source. Therefore, interference caused by the interfer-
ence resource #3 to the channel resources #1 and #2 at
the same time cannot be measured.
[0120] FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart of an interfer-
ence measurement reporting method according to an
embodiment of this application.
[0121] 401: A terminal uses spatial reception parame-
ters of K channel resources as spatial reception param-
eters of each interference resource of M interference re-
sources of the terminal. The K channel resources are
channel resources on which the terminal can receive sig-
nals simultaneously sent by a network device by using
the K channel resources. M is a positive integer, and K
is a positive integer greater than or equal to 2.
[0122] Specifically, the network device simultaneously
sends the signals by using the K channel resources, and
the terminal may receive the signals sent by using the K
channel resources. The terminal uses the spatial recep-
tion parameters of the K channel resources as the spatial
reception parameters of each interference resource of
the M interference resources. If M is equal to 1, the spatial
reception parameters of the K channel resources are all
used as the spatial reception parameters of the interfer-
ence resource.
[0123] It may be understood that the K channel re-
sources are resources on which the terminal can simul-
taneously receive corresponding downlink signals (for
example, CSI-RS and/or SSB resources can be received
simultaneously by the UE), or on which the terminal can
simultaneously receive signals sent by using the K chan-
nel resources. Specifically, that the terminal can simul-
taneously receive signals sent by using the K channel

resources may mean that the terminal is capable of si-
multaneously receiving the downlink signals correspond-
ing to the K channel resources, or the terminal is capable
of simultaneously receiving transmission beams corre-
sponding to the K channel resources. In other words,
when the network device simultaneously sends the
downlink signals by using the transmission beams cor-
responding to the channel resources, the terminal can
receive all the downlink signals. For example, the trans-
mission beams corresponding to the K channel resourc-
es correspond to a same reception beam, and the termi-
nal may simultaneously receive, by using the reception
beam, the downlink signals on the transmission beams
corresponding to the K channel resources. For another
example, reception beams of the transmission beams
corresponding to the K channel resources are different
(it is assumed that the transmission beams correspond-
ing to the K channel resources correspond to X different
reception beams). The terminal has a plurality of antenna
panels, and can perform receiving by using the X different
reception beams simultaneously. In this way, the terminal
may simultaneously receive the downlink signals on the
transmission beams corresponding to the K channel re-
sources.
[0124] It may be understood that the K channel re-
sources may be K transmission beams of the network
device.
[0125] Using the spatial reception parameters of the K
channel resources as the spatial reception parameters
of one interference resource may be understood as si-
multaneously receiving the interference resource by us-
ing all the reception beams corresponding to the K chan-
nel resources, or may be understood as using all the
reception beams corresponding to the K channel re-
sources as reception beams of the interference resource,
or may be understood as that the interference resource
and the K channel resources are simultaneously QCL.
All the reception beams corresponding to the K channel
resources, that is, the K transmission beams of the net-
work device, are in a one-to-one correspondence with K
reception beams of the terminal.
[0126] It may be understood that K signals simultane-
ously sent by the network device may be received by the
terminal at a same moment, or may be received at dif-
ferent moments. This is not limited in this application.
[0127] It may be further understood that the terminal
may receive the signals of the K channel resources by
using one or more channel resources. This is not limited
herein.
[0128] It may be further understood that a type of the
channel resource may be non-zero power channel state
information reference signal-resource (None zero-power
channel status information reference signal-resource,
NZP-CSI-RS-resource), or synchronization signal and
physical broadcast channel block (synchronization signal
and PBCH block, SSB). A type of the interference re-
source may be NZP-CSI-RS-resource, or may be chan-
nel state information interference measurement (channel
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status information-interference measurement, CSI-
IM)-resource, or may be a mixture of the two. That is, a
part of the interference resource is NZP-CSI-RS-re-
source, and a part of the interference resource is CSI-
IM-resource.
[0129] The K channel resources may be selected from
N channel resources that are configured in measurement
configuration information corresponding to a current
measurement, or may be directly configured in the meas-
urement configuration information corresponding to the
current measurement. These two cases correspond to
two embodiments respectively.
[0130] In a first embodiment, the K channel resources
are K channel resources that are determined from the N
channel resources and that can be simultaneously re-
ceived by the terminal. Determining the K channel re-
sources and measuring the M interference resources by
using the spatial reception parameters of the K channel
resources are completed in a same measurement report-
ing process. Specifically, in a measurement reporting
process, the network device configures the N channel
resources and the M interference resources by using the
measurement configuration information. The terminal
first selects, from the N channel resources, the K channel
resources that can be simultaneously received by the
terminal, and then uses the spatial reception parameters
of the K channel resources as the spatial reception pa-
rameters of each interference resource of the M interfer-
ence resources, to measure the M interference resourc-
es.
[0131] It may be understood that the N channel re-
sources may be configured in a same resource setting
(resourcesetting), or may be configured in different re-
source settings. Alternatively, the N channel resources
may be configured in a same resource set (resourceset),
or may be configured in different resource sets.
[0132] Similarly, the M interference resources may be
configured in a same resource setting, or may be config-
ured in different resource settings. Alternatively, the N
interference resources may be configured in a same re-
source set, or may be configured in different resource
sets.
[0133] It may be further understood that the N channel
resources and the M interference resources may be con-
figured in a same resource setting or a same resource
set, or configured in different resource settings or differ-
ent resource sets. This is not limited in this application.
[0134] It may be further understood that the resource
setting may also be referred to as resourceconfig.
[0135] Optionally, the configuration information is fur-
ther used to configure a spatial reception parameter of
each channel resource of the N channel resources.
[0136] It may be understood that the spatial reception
parameters of the N channel resources may be different
from each other, may be the same, or may be partially
the same. This is not limited in this application.
[0137] It may be further understood that a group-based
beam reporting parameter and/or a report quantity (report

quantity) parameter may be further configured in the con-
figuration information. The group-based beam reporting
parameter is used to indicate whether to report meas-
urement results of K channel resources that can be si-
multaneously received by the terminal. If the group-
based beam reporting parameter indicates enabled (for
example, configured as enabled), the terminal reports,
in a group-based reporting manner, the K channel re-
sources that can be simultaneously received by the ter-
minal. If the group-based beam reporting parameter in-
dicates disabled (for example, configured as disabled),
the terminal does not need to perform reporting in a
group-based reporting manner. The report quantity pa-
rameter is used to indicate content included in a report
result, for example, a reference signal received power
(reference signal receiving power, RSRP) and an SINR.
[0138] It may be understood that names of the group-
based beam reporting parameter and the report quantity
parameter are limited in embodiments of this application,
and the group-based beam reporting parameter and the
report quantity parameter may alternatively have other
names.
[0139] Optionally, time corresponding to the N channel
resources is earlier than time corresponding to the M
interference resources.
[0140] Specifically, time corresponding to a resource
(a channel resource or an interference resource) is time
at which a downlink signal corresponding to the resource
is sent, and the time may be indicated by using a time-
frequency resource mapping (resource mapping) param-
eter in the resource. The time may be expressed as an
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing, OFDM) symbol, a slot,
a millisecond, or the like. The time corresponding to the
N channel resources being earlier than the time corre-
sponding to the M interference resources may mean that
the latest time in the time corresponding to the N channel
resources is earlier than the earliest time in the time cor-
responding to the M interference resources.
[0141] Further, the time corresponding to the N chan-
nel resources being earlier than the time corresponding
to the M interference resources may specifically mean
that the time corresponding to the N channel resources
may be X time units earlier than the time corresponding
to the M interference resources. For example, the latest
time in the time corresponding to the N channel resources
is X time units earlier than the earliest time in the time
corresponding to the M interference resources. A unit of
time may be an OFDM symbol, a slot, or the like. For
example, the latest time in the time corresponding to the
N channel resources is X symbols earlier than the earliest
time in the time corresponding to the M interference re-
sources. That is, an OFDM symbol corresponding to a
channel resource with the latest time in the N channel
resources is X symbols earlier than an OFDM symbol
corresponding to a resource with the earliest time in the
M interference resources. In other words, an interval be-
tween an OFDM symbol (symbol j) corresponding to a
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resource with the earliest time in the M interference re-
sources and an OFDM symbol (symbol i) corresponding
to a channel resource with the latest time in the N channel
resources is at least X symbols, for example, j - i ≥ X.
[0142] Optionally, the time corresponding to the N
channel resources being earlier than the time corre-
sponding to the M interference resources may specifical-
ly mean that the earliest time in the time corresponding
to the N channel resources is X time units earlier than
the earliest time in the time corresponding to the M inter-
ference resources, or the earliest time in the time corre-
sponding to the N channel resources is X time units ear-
lier than the latest time in the time corresponding to the
M interference resources, or the latest time in the time
corresponding to the N channel resources is X time units
earlier than the latest time in the time corresponding to
the M interference resources.
[0143] It may be understood that a value of X may be
a default value specified in a protocol, or may be reported
by the terminal to the network device (for example, re-
ported to the network device in a terminal capability re-
porting process), or may be a value indicated by the net-
work device by using radio resource control (radio re-
source control, RRC) signaling, media access control
(media access control, MAC)-control element (control el-
ement, CE) information, or downlink control information
(downlink control information, DCI). This is not limited in
this application.
[0144] It may be further understood that the time unit
may be a symbol, a slot, a subframe, a frame, a millisec-
ond, a microsecond, Ts, or Tc.
[0145] Optionally, a first condition may be used, and
only when the condition is met, the method in the first
embodiment of step 401 is used to determine a spatial
reception parameter of an interference resource. That is,
only when the condition is met, the spatial reception pa-
rameters of the K channel resources that are determined
from the N channel resources and that can be simulta-
neously received by the terminal are used as the spatial
reception parameters of each interference resource of
the M interference resources. The condition may be one
of the following items. The following items are all appli-
cable to the measurement configuration information.
[0146] The group-based beam reporting parameter in
the measurement configuration information indicates en-
abled. For example, the group-based beam reporting pa-
rameter is configured as enabled.
[0147] The reported content indicated by the report
quantity parameter in the measurement configuration in-
formation includes the SINR. For example, the report
quantity parameter is configured as cri-SINR, ssb-Index-
SINR, or any other form containing an SINR.
[0148] An interference resource is configured in the
measurement configuration information. That is, not only
a channel resource is configured.
[0149] The interference resource is configured in the
measurement configuration information, and no TCI-
state parameter is configured for the interference re-

source.
[0150] The time corresponding to the N channel re-
sources configured in the measurement configuration in-
formation is X OFDM symbols earlier than the time cor-
responding to the M interference resources. For exam-
ple, time corresponding to the channel resource with the
latest time in the N channel resources is X OFDM sym-
bols earlier than the time corresponding to the interfer-
ence resource with the latest time in the M interference
resources.
[0151] The foregoing condition may alternatively be a
combination of the foregoing plurality of items. That is,
only when the plurality of items are all met, the spatial
reception parameters of the K channel resources are
used as the spatial reception parameters of each inter-
ference resource of the M interference resources. The
foregoing condition may be a combination of the following
items.
[0152] The group-based beam reporting parameter in
the measurement configuration information indicates en-
abled, and the reported content indicated by the report
quantity parameter includes the SINR.
[0153] The group-based beam reporting parameter in
the measurement configuration information indicates en-
abled, and the interference resource is configured in the
configuration information.
[0154] The group-based beam reporting parameter in
the measurement configuration information indicates en-
abled, the interference resource is configured in the
measurement configuration information, and no TCI-
state parameter is configured for the interference re-
source.
[0155] The group-based beam reporting parameter in
the measurement configuration information indicates en-
abled, and the time corresponding to the configured N
channel resources is X OFDM symbols earlier than the
time corresponding to the configured M interference re-
sources.
[0156] The group-based beam reporting parameter in
the measurement configuration information indicates en-
abled, the reported content indicated by the report quan-
tity parameter includes the SINR, and the time corre-
sponding to the configured N channel resources is X
OFDM symbols earlier than the time corresponding to
the configured M interference resources.
[0157] The group-based beam reporting parameter in
the measurement configuration information indicates en-
abled, the interference resource is configured in the
measurement configuration information, and the time
corresponding to the configured N channel resources is
X OFDM symbols earlier than the time corresponding to
the configured M interference resources.
[0158] The group-based beam reporting parameter in
the measurement configuration information indicates en-
abled. The interference resource is configured in the
measurement configuration information, and no TCI-
state parameter is configured for the interference re-
source. The time corresponding to the configured N
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channel resources is X OFDM symbols earlier than the
time corresponding to the configured M interference re-
sources.
[0159] In a second embodiment, the K channel re-
sources are directly configured, instead of being deter-
mined from the configured N channel resources. That is,
the network device configures the K channel resources
and the M interference resources. The terminal meas-
ures the M interference resources by using the spatial
reception parameters of the K channel resources as the
spatial reception parameters of each interference re-
source of the M interference resources.
[0160] Specifically, the terminal receives first meas-
urement configuration information from the network de-
vice. The first measurement configuration information in-
cludes the K channel resources and the M interference
resources. The terminal uses the spatial reception pa-
rameters of the K channel resources as the spatial re-
ception parameters of each interference resource of the
M interference resources. The K channel resources may
be simultaneously received by the terminal. That is, when
the network device has learned of the K channel resourc-
es that can be simultaneously received by the network
device, for example, has determined, by using another
measurement process, the K channel resources that can
be simultaneously received by the terminal, the network
device may directly perform measurement through the
foregoing configuration without configuring the N channel
resources for the terminal to first select the K channel
resources that can be simultaneously received by the
terminal, and use the spatial reception parameters of the
K channel resources as the spatial parameters of each
of the M interference resources to measure the M inter-
ference resources.
[0161] It may be understood that when the K channel
resources cannot be simultaneously received by the ter-
minal, the terminal may also measure the M interference
resources by using the spatial reception parameters of
the K channel resources as the spatial reception param-
eters of each interference resource of the M interference
resources. This is not limited in this application.
[0162] Optionally, a second condition may be used,
and only when the second condition is met, the method
in the second embodiment of step 401 is used to deter-
mine a spatial reception parameter of an interference re-
source. That is, only when the second condition is met,
the spatial reception parameters of the configured K
channel resources are used as the spatial reception pa-
rameters of each interference resource of the M interfer-
ence resources. The second condition may be any one
of the following items. The following items are all appli-
cable to the first measurement configuration information.
[0163] The group-based beam reporting parameter in
the first measurement configuration information indicates
enabled, and the reported content indicated by a report
quantity parameter includes the SINR. For example, the
report quantity parameter is configured as cri-SINR, ssb-
Index-SINR, or any other form containing an SINR.

[0164] The group-based beam reporting parameter in
the first measurement configuration information indicates
enabled, and an interference resource is configured in
the first configuration information.
[0165] The group-based beam reporting parameter in
the first measurement configuration information indicates
enabled, the interference resource is configured in the
first measurement configuration information, and no TCI-
state parameter is configured for the interference re-
source.
[0166] Optionally, the terminal may alternatively per-
form the foregoing method directly by default without the
second condition.
[0167] Optionally, the K channel resources that can be
simultaneously received by the terminal are determined
by using another measurement process. In other words,
before the current measurement, that is, before the
measurement performed based on the first measure-
ment configuration information, the terminal has per-
formed one measurement. For example, the terminal re-
ceives second measurement configuration information
from the network device. The N channel resources are
configured in the second measurement configuration in-
formation. The terminal determines, from the N channel
resources based on the second measurement configu-
ration information, the K channel resources that can be
simultaneously received by the terminal, and reports in-
dexes of the K channel resources to the network device,
so that the network device can learn of the K channel
resources.
[0168] Optionally, a third condition may be used. When
the third condition is met, the terminal determines, from
the N channel resources configured in the second meas-
urement configuration information, the K channel re-
sources that can be simultaneously received by the ter-
minal. The third condition may be any one of the following
items. The following items are all applicable to the second
measurement configuration information.
[0169] The group-based beam reporting parameter in
the second measurement configuration information indi-
cates enabled, and the reported content indicated by a
report quantity parameter includes an RSRP. For exam-
ple, the report quantity parameter is configured as cri-
RSRP, ssb-Index-RSRP, or another form containing an
RSRP.
[0170] The group-based beam reporting parameter in
the second measurement configuration information indi-
cates enabled, and no interference resource is config-
ured in the second configuration information.
[0171] Optionally, when configuring an interference re-
source for the terminal by using measurement configu-
ration information, the network device refers to a capa-
bility limitation of the terminal, that is, a maximum quantity
of interference resources that can be supported by the
terminal. The terminal may report, by using a terminal
capability reporting process, a capability of the terminal
in terms of an interference resource, for example, a max-
imum quantity of interference resources that can be
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measured by the terminal in one slot. Specifically, the
terminal may report any one or more of the following ter-
minal capabilities.
[0172] Specifically, the maximum quantity of interfer-
ence resources may be: a maximum quantity of interfer-
ence resources that can be configured in one cell; a max-
imum quantity of interference resources that can be con-
figured in one BWP; a maximum quantity of interference
resources that can be configured in all cells; a maximum
quantity of interference resources that can be configured
on one OFDM symbol; a maximum quantity of interfer-
ence resources that can be configured in one slot; a max-
imum quantity of interference resources that can be con-
figured in one resource setting; a maximum quantity of
resources that can be configured in one resource set; a
maximum quantity of interference resources associated
with one reportconfig; a maximum quantity of interfer-
ence resources associated with one channel resource;
a maximum quantity of interference resources associat-
ed with one channel resource set resourceset; and a
maximum quantity of interference resources associated
with one channel resource configuration resourceconfig.
[0173] It may be understood that the foregoing maxi-
mum quantities may be a maximum quantity of interfer-
ence resources whose type is NZP CSI-RS, or may be
a maximum quantity of interference resources whose
type is CSI-IM, or may be a maximum quantity of inter-
ference resources whose type is NZP CSI-RS and inter-
ference resources whose type is CSI-IM.
[0174] 402: The terminal determines a first measure-
ment result of the K channel resources based on the spa-
tial reception parameters of a first interference resource
in the M interference resources.
[0175] Specifically, the terminal measures the first in-
terference resource based on the spatial reception pa-
rameters of the first interference resource in the M inter-
ference resources, and determines the first measure-
ment result of the K channel resources under interference
of the first interference resource. The first interference
resource is any one of the M interference resources. In
other words, the terminal may measure each interference
resource in the M interference resources, and determine
a measurement result of the K channel resources under
interference of each interference resource. That is, the
terminal may determine M measurement results corre-
sponding to the M interference resources.
[0176] For example, an example in which a spatial re-
ception parameter includes a TCI-state is used for de-
scription. The spatial reception parameters of the K chan-
nel resources are a TCI-state 1 and a TCI-state 2. In this
case, any one of the M interference resources is meas-
ured by using the TCI-state 1 and the TCI-state 2.
[0177] It may be understood that the terminal may de-
termine one or more measurement results of the K chan-
nel resources based on one interference resource. For
example, the terminal may determine two measurement
results of two channel resources under interference of
one interference resource, or an average value of the

two measurement results. When M is equal to 1, the ter-
minal may report one group of measurement results.
When M is greater than 1, the terminal may report M
groups of measurement results.
[0178] It may be further understood that a measure-
ment result in this application may be an SINR, or may
be an RSRP, a CQI, or reference signal receiving quality
(reference signal receiving quality, RSRQ). This is not
limited in this application. When the measurement result
is an SINR, the SINR may alternatively be an L1-SINR.
[0179] Optionally, the measurement result may be cal-
culated by using the following method. The SINR is used
as an example.
[0180] Specifically, for example, there is one interfer-
ence resource i and two channel resources (a resource
1 and a resource 2), that is, K = 2. The terminal receives,
by using spatial reception parameters of the resource 1
and the resource 2, a downlink signal corresponding to
the interference resource i, and obtains interference en-
ergy Ii through measurement. The terminal receives a
downlink signal corresponding to the resource 1 by using
the spatial reception parameter of the resource 1, and
obtains signal energy P1 through measurement. P1 may
alternatively be signal energy obtained through meas-
urement when the downlink signal corresponding to the
resource 1 is received by using the spatial reception pa-
rameters of both the resource 1 and the resource 2. The
terminal receives a downlink signal corresponding to the
resource 2 by using the spatial reception parameter of
the resource 1, and obtains signal energy P2 through
measurement. P2 may alternatively be signal energy ob-
tained through measurement when the downlink signal
corresponding to the resource 1 is received by using the
spatial reception parameters of both the resource 1 and
the resource 2. The following uses the resource 1 as an
example for description of a calculation method of the
SINR.
[0181] An SINR of the resource 1 under interference
of an interference resource 1 may be calculated accord-
ing to the following formula: 

[0182] N0 is other interference energy, for example,
noise and neighboring cell interference.
[0183] The SINR of the resource 1 under interference
of the interference resource 1 may alternatively be cal-
culated according to the following formula: 

[0184] P21 is energy of the resource 2 that is obtained
through measurement by receiving the resource 2 by us-
ing the spatial reception parameter of the resource 1.
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That is, P21 is the energy leaked from the resource 2 to
a reception beam of the resource 1. The energy causes
interference to a signal on the resource 1. Therefore, the
interference by the energy is considered into entire inter-
ference.
[0185] That is, in a group-based reporting mode (for
example, when the first condition is met), when an SINR
of a resource j in K resources (the K resources may be
the K configured channel resources, or K to-be-reported
channel resources that can be simultaneously received)
is measured, signal energy of other resources in the K
resources is separately measured by using a spatial re-
ception parameter of the resource j, and the signal energy
of the other resources is separately used as interference
to calculate the SINR of the resource j. Alternatively, all
of the signal energy of the other resources is used as
interference to calculate the SINR of the resource j. The
resource j is any one of the K resources.
[0186] Optionally, in the foregoing calculation method,
interference from all the M interference resources to the
K channel resources may alternatively be calculated.
That is, interference energy in the M interference resourc-
es is added to calculate the interference energy of the K
resources. The resource 1 is still used as an example.
The following calculation method is used: 

or 

[0187] I is a sum of the interference energy of all the
M interference resources.
[0188] The SINR measurement result may be used to
determine the K to-be-reported channel resources that
can be simultaneously received. For example, a group
of channel resources with a maximum equivalent SINR
is selected from a plurality of groups (K channel resourc-
es in each group) of channel resources that can be si-
multaneously received. The equivalent SINR refers to a
maximum value, a minimum value, an average value, a
sum, and the like in SINRs of the K channel resources.
The equivalent SINR may alternatively be an SINR cal-
culated by using another calculation method. Alternative-
ly, an equivalent SINR threshold may be used. When
there is no group of SINRs exceeding the threshold, no
measurement result is reported, or a special value is re-
ported.
[0189] 403: The terminal sends a measurement report
to the network device, where the measurement report is
used to indicate measurement results of the K channel
resources, and includes the first measurement result.
[0190] Specifically, the measurement report may be

used to indicate the M measurement results.
[0191] In a possible implementation, the measurement
report includes the M measurement results, and each
measurement result corresponds to one interference re-
source. Each of the M measurement results includes an
index of a corresponding channel resource.
[0192] Specifically, the terminal may directly report the
M measurement results to the network device, and use
each measurement result to carry the index of the cor-
responding interference resource. In this way, the net-
work device may identify an interference resource cor-
responding to each measurement result of the K channel
resources.
[0193] In another possible implementation, the meas-
urement report includes the M measurement results, the
M measurement results are sorted in a first order, and
the first order is a preset interference channel resource
index order or a configuration order of the K interference
resources.
[0194] Specifically, the terminal may directly report the
M measurement results to the network device. The M
measurement results are sorted in the first order, and the
first order is the preset interference resource index order
or the configuration order of the at least K interference
resources. In this way, the network device may also iden-
tify the interference resource corresponding to each
measurement result of the K channel resources.
[0195] In still another possible implementation, when
L SINRs are to be reported, a largest SINR or a smallest
SINR in the L SINRs, and a difference between other L
- 1 SINRs and the largest SINR or smallest SINR may
be reported. The foregoing largest or smallest SINR may
be referred to as a reference SINR. In a reporting format,
the reference SINR uses Q bits, and each SINR differ-
ence uses R bits. The R bits may indicate 2R different
values. For example, when R is equal to 4, R may indicate
16 values. A difference between two adjacent values is
referred to as a quantization step. For example, if 0000
indicates 1 dB, 0001 indicates 2 dB, and a difference is
1 dB, a quantization step of the SINR difference is 1 dB.
[0196] In embodiments of this application, a value of
the step of the SINR difference may have a mapping
relationship with a first SINR. That is, a plurality of SINR
intervals may be specified, and each SINR interval uses
one step. For example, as shown in the following Table
1, when the value of the reference SINR is greater than
20 dB, the step is 2 dB. When the reference SINR is
between 10 dB and 20 dB, the step is 1.5 dB. When the
reference SINR is between 5 dB and 10 dB, the step is
1 dB. If the reference SINR is less than 5 dB, the step is
0.5 dB.

Table 1

Reference SINR Step

> 20 dB 2 dB

10 dB to 20 dB 1.5 dB
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[0197] FIG. 5 is a schematic flowchart of an interfer-
ence measurement reporting method according to a spe-
cific embodiment of this application.
[0198] It should be noted that meanings of same terms
in this embodiment of this application are the same as
those in the embodiment shown in FIG. 4. To avoid rep-
etition, details are not described herein again.
[0199] 501: A network device sends measurement
configuration information to a terminal, where the meas-
urement configuration information is used to configure N
channel resources and M interference resources.
[0200] 502: The terminal determines K channel re-
sources from the N channel resources, where the K chan-
nel resources are channel resources on which the termi-
nal can receive signals simultaneously sent by the net-
work device.
[0201] 503: The terminal uses spatial reception param-
eters of the K channel resources as spatial reception pa-
rameters of each interference resource of the M interfer-
ence resources of the terminal.
[0202] 504: The terminal determines a first measure-
ment result of the K channel resources based on the spa-
tial reception parameters of a first interference resource
in the M interference resources.
[0203] 505: The terminal sends a measurement report
to the network device, where the measurement report is
used to indicate M measurement results, and includes
the first measurement result.
[0204] FIG. 6 is a schematic flowchart of an interfer-
ence measurement reporting method according to a spe-
cific embodiment of this application.
[0205] It should be noted that meanings of same terms
in this embodiment of this application are the same as
those in the embodiment shown in FIG. 4. To avoid rep-
etition, details are not described herein again.
[0206] 601: A terminal receives second configuration
information from a network device, where the second
configuration information is used to configure N channel
resources.
[0207] 602: The terminal determines K channel re-
sources from the N channel resources, where the K chan-
nel resources are channel resources on which the termi-
nal can receive signals simultaneously sent by the net-
work device.
[0208] 603: The terminal sends indication information
to the network device, where the indication information
is used to indicate the K channel resources.
[0209] 604: The terminal receives first configuration in-
formation from the network device, where the first con-
figuration information is used to configure M interference

(continued)

Reference SINR Step

5 dB to 10 dB 1 dB

<5 dB 0.5 dB

resources and spatial receiving parameters of the K
channel resources.
[0210] 605: The terminal uses the spatial reception pa-
rameters of the K channel resources as spatial reception
parameters of each interference resource of the M inter-
ference resources of the terminal.
[0211] 606: The terminal determines a first measure-
ment result of the K channel resources based on the spa-
tial reception parameters of a first interference resource
in the M interference resources.
[0212] 607: The terminal sends a measurement report
to the network device, where the measurement report is
used to indicate M measurement results, and includes
the first measurement result.
[0213] FIG. 7 is a schematic flowchart of a method for
determining a transmission beam of a channel resource
according to an embodiment of this application.
[0214] 701: A network device sends measurement
configuration information to a terminal, where the meas-
urement configuration information is used to configure N
channel resources and M interference resources, and
includes a repetition parameter of the N channel resourc-
es. A status of the repetition parameter of the N channel
resources indicates whether transmission beams of the
N channel resources are the same.
[0215] 702: The terminal determines, based on the rep-
etition parameter of the N channel resources, whether
the transmission beams of the N channel resources are
the same.
[0216] Specifically, the network device may indicate,
by using the repetition parameter, whether the channel
resources and the interference resources are sent by us-
ing one transmission beam.
[0217] It may be understood that, the transmission
beams of the N channel resources being the same may
mean that the N channel resources send signals on dif-
ferent time domain resources by using a same beam.
[0218] Optionally, a first status of the repetition param-
eter of the N channel resources indicates that the trans-
mission beams of the N channel resources are the same,
and a second status of the repetition parameter of the N
channel resources indicates that the transmission beams
of the N channel resources are different.
[0219] For example, a channel resource set (for exam-
ple, NZP-CSI-RS-resourceset) and an interference re-
source set resourceset are configured in the measure-
ment configuration information. The channel resource
set includes the N channel resources, and the interfer-
ence resource set includes the M interference resources.
When the repetition parameter of the channel resource
set is configured to be in an enabled state (for example,
configured as "on"), the terminal considers that the N
channel resources are sent on N different OFDM symbols
by using a same transmission beam. On the contrary,
when the repetition parameter of the channel resource
set is configured to be in a disabled state (for example,
configured as "off"), the terminal should not consider that
the N channel resources are sent by using a same trans-
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mission beam.
[0220] Optionally, the configuration information may
further include a repetition parameter of the M interfer-
ence resources, and a status of the repetition parameter
of the M interference resources indicates whether trans-
mission beams of the M interference resources are the
same.
[0221] Specifically, when the repetition parameter of
the interference resource set is configured to be in an
enabled state (for example, configured as "on"), the ter-
minal considers that the M interference resources are
sent on M different OFDM symbols by using a same
transmission beam. On the contrary, when the repetition
parameter of the interference resource set is configured
to be in a disabled state (for example, configured as "off’),
the terminal should not consider that the M interference
resources are sent by using a same transmission beam.
[0222] It may be understood that a magnitude relation-
ship between N and M is not limited in this application.
For example, N may be greater than M, or equal to M, or
less than M.
[0223] Optionally, when the first status of the repetition
parameter of the N channel resources indicates that
transmission beams of the N channel resources are the
same and transmission beams of the M interference re-
sources are different, a measurement report includes at
least one measurement result and an index of a channel
resource corresponding to the at least one measurement
result.
[0224] Specifically, when the repetition parameter of
the channel resource set is configured as enabled (for
example, configured as "on") and the repetition param-
eter of the interference resource set is configured as dis-
abled (for example, configured as "off"), the terminal con-
siders that the N channel resources use a same trans-
mission beam, and the M interference resources do not
necessarily use a same transmission beam. In this case,
the terminal reports an index of a channel resource when
reporting a measurement result by using the measure-
ment report. That is, if the network device configures a
channel resource set resourceSet and a corresponding
interference measurement resource set resourceSet for
the terminal, a repetition parameter of the channel re-
source set resourceSet is configured to be in an enabled
state (for example, configured as "on"), and a repetition
parameter of the interference measurement resource set
resourceSet is configured to be in a disabled state (for
example, configured as "off"), the terminal reports the
index of the channel resource. The index of the channel
resource is associated with an index of an interference
resource, and the index of the interference resource may
be determined by using the index of the channel re-
source. That is, when the terminal device wants to report
an index of an interference resource, the terminal device
may not directly report the index of the interference re-
source, but report an index of a channel resource asso-
ciated with the interference resource. Alternatively, in this
case, the terminal device may directly report an index of

an interference resource when reporting a measurement
result by using the measurement report. That is, if the
network device configures a channel resource set re-
sourceSet and a corresponding interference measure-
ment resource set resourceSet for the terminal, a repe-
tition parameter of the channel resource set resourceSet
is configured to be in an enabled state (for example, con-
figured as "on"), and a repetition parameter of the inter-
ference measurement resource set resourceSet is con-
figured to be in a disabled state (for example, configured
as "off"), the terminal reports the index of the interference
resource.
[0225] A beneficial effect of the foregoing method is
that when N is equal to M, the N channel resources are
in a one-to-one correspondence with the N interference
resources. The terminal may report an index of a channel
resource to obtain information about an interference re-
source, that is, an interference resource corresponding
to each reported SINR, so that data transmission per-
formance can be improved.
[0226] It should be noted that when the repetition pa-
rameters of both the channel resource set and the inter-
ference resource set are configured as enabled (for ex-
ample, configured as "on"), the terminal considers that
the N channel resources use a same transmission beam
and the M interference resources use a same transmis-
sion beam. In this case, the terminal does not report an
index of a channel resource when reporting an interfer-
ence measurement result. This is because the channel
resource and the interference resource each correspond
to only one beam, and an index of the resource is not
reported to indicate a beam to which the measurement
result corresponds. That is, if the network device config-
ures a channel resource set resourceSet and a corre-
sponding interference measurement resource set re-
sourceSet for the terminal, and repetition parameters of
both the channel resource set resourceSet and the inter-
ference measurement resource set resourceSet are con-
figured to be in an enabled state (for example, configured
as "on"), the terminal does not report the index of the
channel resource. Alternatively, if the network device
configures a channel resource set resourceSet and a cor-
responding interference measurement resource set re-
sourceSet for the terminal, and repetition parameters of
both the channel resource set resource Set and the in-
terference measurement resource set resourceSet are
configured to be in an enabled state (for example, con-
figured as "on"), the terminal does not report the index
of the channel resource or an index of an interference
resource. Reporting overheads can be reduced by using
the foregoing method.
[0227] In another implementation, it may be directly
specified that an interference resource set uses a same
repetition parameter value as a channel resource set as-
sociated with the interference resource set. Alternatively,
when the interference resource set uses a value of a
configured repetition parameter, the interference re-
source set uses a value of a same repetition parameter
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of the channel resource set associated with the interfer-
ence resource set. For example, when the repetition pa-
rameter of the channel resource set is configured as en-
abled (for example, configured as "on"), but no repetition
parameter of the interference resource set associated
with the channel resource set is configured, the terminal
may consider that the interference resource set is also
sent by using a single transmission beam. In this case,
the terminal also does not report the index of the channel
resource. Specifically, if the network device configures a
channel resource set resourceSet and a corresponding
interference measurement resource set resourceSet for
the terminal device, and if a repetition parameter of the
channel resource set resourceSet is configured as ena-
bled (for example, configured as "on"), and no repetition
parameter is configured for the interference measure-
ment resource set resourceSet, the terminal device does
not report the index of the channel resource.
[0228] Embodiments described in this specification
may be independent solutions, or may be combined
based on internal logic. These solutions all fall within the
protection scope of this application.
[0229] It may be understood that, in the foregoing
method embodiments, the methods and the operations
implemented by the terminal may alternatively be imple-
mented by a component (for example, a chip or a circuit)
used in the terminal, and the methods and the operations
implemented by the network device may alternatively be
implemented by a component (for example, a chip or a
circuit) used in the network device.
[0230] The foregoing mainly describes the solutions
provided in embodiments of this application from a per-
spective of interaction. It may be understood that to im-
plement the foregoing functions, each network element,
such as the terminal or the network device, includes a
corresponding hardware structure and/or software mod-
ule for performing each function. A person skilled in the
art may be aware that, with reference to the examples
described in embodiments disclosed in this specification,
units and algorithm steps may be implemented by hard-
ware or a combination of hardware and computer soft-
ware in this application. Whether a function is performed
by hardware or hardware driven by computer software
depends on particular applications and design con-
straints of the technical solutions. A person skilled in the
art may use different methods to implement the described
functions for each particular application, but it should not
be considered that the implementation goes beyond the
scope of this application.
[0231] In embodiments of this application, functional
modules of the terminal or the network device may be
divided based on the foregoing method examples. For
example, each functional module may be divided to cor-
respond to each function, or two or more functions may
be integrated into one processing module. The integrated
module may be implemented in a form of hardware, or
may be implemented in a form of a software functional
module. It should be noted that in embodiments of this

application, division into the modules is an example and
is merely logical function division, and may be other di-
vision in an actual implementation. An example in which
each functional module is obtained through division
based on a corresponding function is used below for de-
scription.
[0232] It should be understood that specific examples
in embodiments of this application are merely intended
to help a person skilled in the art better understand em-
bodiments of this application, but are not intended to limit
the scope of embodiments of this application.
[0233] It should be understood that sequence numbers
of the foregoing processes do not mean execution se-
quences in various embodiments of this application. The
execution sequences of the processes should be deter-
mined according to functions and internal logic of the
processes, and should not be construed as any limitation
on the implementation processes of embodiments of this
application.
[0234] The methods provided in embodiments of this
application are described above in detail with reference
to FIG. 4 to FIG. 7. The following describes in detail ap-
paratuses provided in embodiments of this application
with reference to FIG. 8 to FIG. 15. It should be under-
stood that descriptions of the apparatus embodiments
correspond to the descriptions of the method embodi-
ments. Therefore, for content not described in detail, refer
to the foregoing method embodiments. For brevity, de-
tails are not described herein again.
[0235] FIG. 8 is a schematic block diagram of a com-
munications apparatus 800 according to an embodiment
of this application.
[0236] It should be understood that the apparatus 800
may be corresponding to each terminal shown in FIG. 1
or the chip in the terminal shown in FIG. 4, and may have
any function of the terminal in the method embodiment
shown in FIG. 4. The apparatus 800 includes a trans-
ceiver module 810 and a processing module 820.
[0237] The processing module 820 is configured to use
spatial reception parameters of K channel resources as
spatial reception parameters of each interference re-
source of M interference resources of the terminal. The
K channel resources are channel resources on which the
terminal can receive signals simultaneously sent by a
network device by using the K channel resources, and
M is a positive integer.
[0238] The processing module 820 is further config-
ured to determine a first measurement result of the K
channel resources based on the spatial reception param-
eters of a first interference resource in the M interference
resources, where K is a positive integer greater than or
equal to 2.
[0239] The transceiver module 810 is configured to
send a measurement report to the network device, where
the measurement report is used to indicate M measure-
ment results, and includes the first measurement result.
[0240] Optionally, the transceiver module 810 is further
configured to receive measurement configuration infor-
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mation, where the measurement configuration informa-
tion is used to configure N channel resources and the M
interference resources, and N is a positive integer.
[0241] The processing module 820 is further config-
ured to determine, from the N channel resources, the K
channel resources on which the terminal can receive the
signals simultaneously sent by the network device.
[0242] Optionally, time corresponding to the N channel
resources is earlier than time corresponding to the M
interference resources.
[0243] Optionally, the processing module 820 is spe-
cifically configured to use the spatial reception parame-
ters of the K channel resources as the spatial reception
parameters of each interference resource of the M inter-
ference resources when at least one of the following cas-
es is met: A group-based beam reporting parameter in
the measurement configuration information indicates en-
abled, where the group-based beam reporting parameter
is used to indicate whether to report the M measurement
results. The report quantity parameter in the measure-
ment configuration information indicates that the meas-
urement result includes a signal to interference plus noise
ratio SINR. The M interference resources are configured
in the measurement configuration information. No trans-
mission configuration index state TCI-state of the M in-
terference resources is configured in the measurement
configuration information.
[0244] Optionally, the transceiver module 810 is further
configured to receive first configuration information from
the network device, where the first configuration informa-
tion is used to configure the M interference resources
and the spatial reception parameters of the K channel
resources.
[0245] Optionally, the transceiver module 810 is spe-
cifically configured to use the spatial reception parame-
ters of the K channel resources as the spatial reception
parameters of each interference resource of the M inter-
ference resources when at least one of the following cas-
es is met: A group-based beam reporting parameter in
the first measurement configuration information indicates
enabled, and a report quantity parameter in the first
measurement configuration information indicates that
the measurement result includes an SINR, where the
group-based beam reporting parameter is used to indi-
cate whether to report the M measurement results. The
group-based beam reporting parameter in the first meas-
urement configuration information indicates enabled,
and the M interference resources are configured in the
first measurement configuration information, where the
group-based beam reporting parameter is used to indi-
cate whether to report the M measurement results. The
group-based beam reporting parameter in the first meas-
urement configuration information indicates enabled, the
M interference resources are configured in the first meas-
urement configuration information, and no TCI-state of
the M interference resources is configured in the first
measurement configuration information, where the
group-based beam reporting parameter is used to indi-

cate whether to report the M measurement results.
[0246] Optionally, the transceiver module 810 is further
configured to receive second measurement configura-
tion information from the network device, where the sec-
ond measurement configuration information is used to
configure the N channel resources, and N is a positive
integer.
[0247] The processing module 820 is further config-
ured to determine, based on the second measurement
configuration information, the K channel resources on
which the terminal can receive the signals simultaneously
sent by the network device.
[0248] The transceiver module 810 is further config-
ured to send indication information to the network device,
where the indication information is used to indicate the
K channel resources.
[0249] Optionally, the processing module 820 is spe-
cifically configured to: when at least one of the following
cases is met, determine, based on the second measure-
ment configuration information, the K channel resources
on which the terminal can receive the signals simultane-
ously sent by the network device: A group-based beam
reporting parameter in the second measurement config-
uration information indicates enabled, and a report quan-
tity parameter in the second measurement configuration
information indicates that the measurement result in-
cludes a reference signal received power RSRP, where
the group-based beam reporting parameter is used to
indicate whether to report the M measurement results.
The group-based beam reporting parameter in the sec-
ond measurement configuration information indicates
enabled, and the M interference resources are not con-
figured in the second measurement configuration infor-
mation, where the group-based beam reporting param-
eter is used to indicate whether to report the M measure-
ment results.
[0250] Optionally, the measurement result includes the
SINR, and further includes at least one SINR difference.
The at least one SINR difference is a difference between
an SINR in each measurement result of the K measure-
ment results except the first measurement result and an
SINR in the first measurement result. The first SINR in-
cluded in the first measurement result is a largest SINR
in the K measurement result, there is a mapping relation-
ship between the first SINR and a step, and a product of
the step and a bit value is used to indicate the SINR
difference.
[0251] For more detailed descriptions of the transceiv-
er module 810 and the processing module 820, refer to
related descriptions in the foregoing method embodi-
ments. Details are not described herein again.
[0252] FIG. 9 shows a communications apparatus 900
according to an embodiment of this application. The ap-
paratus 900 may be the terminal in FIG. 4. The apparatus
may use a hardware architecture shown in FIG. 9. The
apparatus may include a processor 910 and a transceiver
930. Optionally, the apparatus may further include a
memory 940. The processor 910, the transceiver 930,
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and the memory 940 communicate with each other
through an internal connection path. A related function
implemented by the processing module 820 in FIG. 8
may be implemented by the processor 910, and a related
function implemented by the transceiver module 810 may
be implemented by the processor 910 by controlling the
transceiver 930.
[0253] Optionally, the processor 910 may be a general-
purpose central processing unit (central processing unit,
CPU), a microprocessor, an application-specific integrat-
ed circuit (application-specific integrated circuit, ASIC),
a dedicated processor, or one or more integrated circuits
configured to perform the technical solutions in embod-
iments of this application. Alternatively, the processor
may be one or more devices, circuits, and/or processing
cores configured to process data (for example, computer
program instructions). For example, the processor may
be a baseband processor or a central processing unit.
The baseband processor may be configured to process
a communications protocol and communications data.
The central processing unit may be configured to control
the communications apparatus (for example, a base sta-
tion, a terminal, or a chip), execute a software program,
and process data of the software program.
[0254] Optionally, the processor 910 may include one
or more processors, for example, include one or more
central processing units (central processing unit, CPU).
When the processor is one CPU, the CPU may be a sin-
gle-core CPU, or may be a multi-core CPU.
[0255] The transceiver 930 is configured to send data
and/or a signal, and receive data and/or a signal. The
transceiver may include a transmitter and a receiver. The
transmitter is configured to send data and/or a signal,
and the receiver is configured to receive data and/or a
signal.
[0256] The memory 940 includes but is not limited to
a random access memory (random access memory,
RAM), a read-only memory (read-only memory, ROM),
an erasable programmable read-only memory (erasable
programmable read-only memory, EPROM), and a com-
pact disc read-only memory (compact disc read-only
memory, CD-ROM). The memory 940 is configured to
store related instructions and data.
[0257] The memory 940 is configured to store program
code and data of the terminal, and may be a separate
device or integrated into the processor 910.
[0258] Specifically, the processor 910 is configured to
control the transceiver to perform information transmis-
sion with the terminal. For details, refer to the description
in the foregoing method embodiments. Details are not
described herein again.
[0259] During specific implementation, in an embodi-
ment, the apparatus 900 may further include an output
device and an input device. The output device commu-
nicates with the processor 910, and may display infor-
mation in a plurality of manners. For example, the output
device may be a liquid crystal display (liquid crystal dis-
play, LCD), a light emitting diode (light emitting diode,

LED) display device, a cathode ray tube (cathode ray
tube, CRT) display device, a projector (projector), or the
like. When communicating with the processor 910, the
input device may receive an input from a user in a plurality
of manners. For example, the input device may be a
mouse, a keyboard, a touchscreen device, or a sensor
device.
[0260] It may be understood that FIG. 9 merely shows
a simplified design of the communications apparatus.
During actual application, the apparatus may further in-
clude other necessary components, including but not lim-
ited to any quantity of transceivers, processors, control-
lers, memories, and the like, and all terminals that can
implement this application shall fall within the protection
scope of this application.
[0261] In a possible design, the apparatus 900 may be
a chip, for example, may be a communications chip that
may be used in the terminal, and configured to implement
a related function of the processor 910 in the terminal.
The chip may be a field programmable gate array, a ded-
icated integrated chip, a system chip, a central process-
ing unit, a network processor, a digital signal processing
circuit, or a microcontroller for implementing the related
function, or may be a programmable controller or another
integrated chip. Optionally, the chip may include one or
more memories, configured to store program code. When
the code is executed, the processor is enabled to imple-
ment a corresponding function.
[0262] An embodiment of this application further pro-
vides an apparatus. The apparatus may be a terminal or
a circuit. The apparatus may be configured to perform
an action performed by the terminal in the foregoing
method embodiments.
[0263] FIG. 10 is a schematic block diagram of a com-
munications apparatus 1000 according to an embodi-
ment of this application.
[0264] It should be understood that the apparatus 1000
may correspond to the network device shown in FIG. 1
or the chip in the network device, or the network device
or the chip in the network device in the embodiment
shown in FIG. 4, and may have any function of the net-
work device in the method. The apparatus 1000 includes
a processing module 1010 and a transceiver module
1020.
[0265] The processing module 1010 is configured to
determine measurement configuration information,
where the measurement configuration information is
used to configure N channel resources and M interfer-
ence resources, and N is a positive integer.
[0266] The transceiver module 1020 is configured to
send the measurement configuration information to a ter-
minal.
[0267] Optionally, the measurement configuration in-
formation includes a group-based beam reporting pa-
rameter and/or a report quantity parameter. The group-
based beam reporting parameter is used to indicate
whether to report M measurement results, and the report
quantity parameter indicates that the measurement re-
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sult includes a signal to interference plus noise ratio
SINR.
[0268] Optionally, the measurement result includes the
SINR, and further includes at least one SINR difference.
The at least one SINR difference is a difference between
an SINR in each measurement result of the K measure-
ment results except the first measurement result and an
SINR in the first measurement result. The first SINR in-
cluded in the first measurement result is a largest SINR
in the K measurement result, there is a mapping relation-
ship between the first SINR and a step, and a product of
the step and a bit value is used to indicate the SINR
difference.
[0269] For more detailed descriptions of the transceiv-
er module 1020 and the processing module 1010, refer
to related descriptions in the foregoing method embodi-
ments. Details are not described herein again.
[0270] FIG. 11 shows a communications apparatus
1100 according to an embodiment of this application. The
apparatus 1100 may be the network device in FIG. 4.
The apparatus may use a hardware architecture shown
in FIG. 11. The apparatus may include a processor 1110
and a transceiver 1120. Optionally, the apparatus may
further include a memory 1130. The processor 1110, the
transceiver 1120, and the memory 1130 communicate
with each other through an internal connection path. A
related function implemented by the processing module
1010 in FIG. 10 may be implemented by the processor
1110, and a related function implemented by the trans-
ceiver module 1020 may be implemented by the proces-
sor 1110 by controlling the transceiver 1120.
[0271] Optionally, the processor 1110 may be a gen-
eral-purpose central processing unit (central processing
unit, CPU), a microprocessor, an application-specific in-
tegrated circuit (application-specific integrated circuit,
ASIC), a dedicated processor, or one or more integrated
circuits configured to perform the technical solutions in
embodiments of this application. Alternatively, the proc-
essor may be one or more devices, circuits, and/or
processing cores configured to process data (for exam-
ple, computer program instructions). For example, the
processor may be a baseband processor or a central
processing unit. The baseband processor may be con-
figured to process a communications protocol and com-
munications data. The central processing unit may be
configured to control the communications apparatus (for
example, a base station, a terminal, or a chip), execute
a software program, and process data of the software
program.
[0272] Optionally, the processor 1110 may include one
or more processors, for example, include one or more
central processing units (central processing units,
CPUs). When the processor is one CPU, the CPU may
be a single-core CPU or a multi-core CPU.
[0273] The transceiver 1120 is configured to send data
and/or a signal, and receive data and/or a signal. The
transceiver may include a transmitter and a receiver. The
transmitter is configured to send data and/or a signal,

and the receiver is configured to receive data and/or a
signal.
[0274] The memory 1130 includes but is not limited to
a random access memory (random access memory,
RAM), a read-only memory (read-only memory, ROM),
an erasable programmable read-only memory (erasable
programmable read-only memory, EPROM), and a com-
pact disc read-only memory (compact disc read-only
memory, CD-ROM). The memory 1130 is configured to
store related instructions and related data.
[0275] The memory 1130 is configured to store pro-
gram code and data of the network device, and may be
a separate device or integrated into the processor 1110.
[0276] Specifically, the processor 1110 is configured
to control the transceiver to perform information trans-
mission with the terminal. For details, refer to the descrip-
tion in the foregoing method embodiments. Details are
not described herein again.
[0277] During specific implementation, in an embodi-
ment, the apparatus 1100 may further include an output
device and an input device. The output device commu-
nicates with the processor 1110, and may display infor-
mation in a plurality of manners. For example, the output
device may be a liquid crystal display (liquid crystal dis-
play, LCD), a light emitting diode (light emitting diode,
LED) display device, a cathode ray tube (cathode ray
tube, CRT) display device, a projector (projector), or the
like. The input device communicates with the processor
1110, and may receive an input from a user in a plurality
of manners. For example, the input device may be a
mouse, a keyboard, a touchscreen device, or a sensor
device.
[0278] It may be understood that FIG. 11 merely shows
a simplified design of the communications apparatus.
During actual application, the apparatus may further in-
clude other necessary components, including but not lim-
ited to any quantity of transceivers, processors, control-
lers, memories, and the like, and all network devices that
can implement this application shall fall within the pro-
tection scope of this application.
[0279] In a possible design, the apparatus 1100 may
be a chip, for example, may be a communications chip
that can be used in a network device, and configured to
implement a related function of the processor 1110 in the
network device. The chip may be a field programmable
gate array, a dedicated integrated chip, a system chip, a
central processing unit, a network processor, a digital
signal processing circuit, or a microcontroller for imple-
menting the related function, or may be a programmable
controller or another integrated chip. Optionally, the chip
may include one or more memories, configured to store
program code. When the code is executed, the processor
is enabled to implement a corresponding function.
[0280] An embodiment of this application further pro-
vides an apparatus. The apparatus may be a network
device or a circuit. The apparatus may be configured to
perform an action performed by the network device in
the foregoing method embodiments.
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[0281] Optionally, when the apparatus in this embod-
iment is a terminal, FIG. 12 is a simplified schematic di-
agram of a structure of a terminal. For ease of under-
standing and illustration, in FIG. 12, a mobile phone is
used as an example of the terminal. As shown in FIG.
12, the terminal includes a processor, a memory, a radio
frequency circuit, an antenna, and an input/output appa-
ratus. The processor is mainly configured to process a
communications protocol and communications data,
control the terminal, execute a software program, proc-
ess data of the software program, and so on. The memory
is mainly configured to store the software program and
data. A radio frequency circuit is mainly configured to
perform conversion between a baseband signal and a
radio frequency signal, and process a radio frequency
signal. The antenna is mainly configured to send and
receive a radio frequency signal in an electromagnetic
wave form. The input/output apparatus, for example, a
touchscreen, a display, or a keyboard, is mainly config-
ured to receive data entered by a user, and output data
to the user. It should be noted that some types of termi-
nals may not have the input/output apparatus.
[0282] When needing to send data, after performing
baseband processing on the to-be-sent data, the proc-
essor outputs a baseband signal to the radio frequency
circuit; and the radio frequency circuit performs radio fre-
quency processing on the baseband signal and then
sends the radio frequency signal to the outside in a form
of an electromagnetic wave through the antenna. When
data is sent to the terminal, the radio frequency circuit
receives a radio frequency signal through the antenna,
converts the radio frequency signal into a baseband sig-
nal, and outputs the baseband signal to the processor.
The processor converts the baseband signal into data,
and processes the data. For ease of description, FIG. 12
shows only one memory and one processor. In an actual
terminal product, there may be one or more processors
and one or more memories. The memory may also be
referred to as a storage medium, a storage device, or the
like. The memory may be disposed independent of the
processor, or may be integrated with the processor. This
is not limited in embodiments of this application.
[0283] In this embodiment of this application, the an-
tenna and the radio frequency circuit that have sending
and receiving functions may be considered as a trans-
ceiver unit of the terminal, and the processor that has a
processing function may be considered as a processing
unit of the terminal. As shown in FIG. 12, the terminal
includes a transceiver unit 1210 and a processing unit
1220. The transceiver unit may also be referred to as a
transceiver, a transceiver machine, a transceiver appa-
ratus, or the like. The processing unit may also be re-
ferred to as a processor, a processing board, a process-
ing module, a processing apparatus, or the like. Option-
ally, a component that is in the transceiver unit 1210 and
that is configured to implement a receiving function may
be considered as a receiving unit, and a component that
is in the transceiver unit 1210 and that is configured to

implement a sending function may be considered as a
sending unit. In other words, the transceiver unit 1210
includes the receiving unit and the sending unit. The
transceiver unit may also be sometimes referred to as a
transceiver machine, a transceiver, a transceiver circuit,
or the like. The receiving unit may also be sometimes
referred to as a receiver machine, a receiver, a receiver
circuit, or the like. The sending unit may also be some-
times referred to as a transmitter machine, a transmitter,
a transmitter circuit, or the like.
[0284] It should be understood that the transceiver unit
1210 is configured to perform a sending operation and a
receiving operation on a terminal side in the foregoing
method embodiments, and the processing unit 1220 is
configured to perform an operation other than the receiv-
ing/sending operation of the terminal in the foregoing
method embodiments.
[0285] For example, in an implementation, the
processing unit 1220 is configured to perform processing
steps 401 and 402 on the terminal side in FIG. 4. The
transceiver unit 1210 is configured to perform the sending
operation and the receiving operation in step 403 in FIG.
4, and/or the transceiver unit 1210 is further configured
to perform other sending and receiving steps on the ter-
minal side in embodiments of this application.
[0286] When the apparatus is a chip, the chip includes
a transceiver unit and a processing unit. The transceiver
unit may be an input/output circuit or a communications
interface. The processing unit is a processor, a micro-
processor, or an integrated circuit integrated on the chip.
[0287] Optionally, when the apparatus is a terminal,
further refer to the device shown in FIG. 13. In an exam-
ple, the device may implement a function similar to that
of the processor 910 in FIG. 9. In FIG. 13, the device
includes a processor 1301, a data sending processor
1303, and a data receiving processor 1305. The process-
ing module 820 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 8 may
be the processor 1301 in FIG. 13, and implements a cor-
responding function. The transceiver module 810 in the
embodiment shown in FIG. 8 may be the data sending
processor 1303 and a data receiving processor 1305 in
FIG. 13. Although FIG. 13 shows a channel encoder and
a channel decoder, it may be understood that these mod-
ules are merely examples, and do not constitute a limi-
tation on this embodiment.
[0288] FIG. 14 shows another form of this embodiment.
A processing apparatus 1400 includes modules such as
a modulation subsystem, a central processing subsys-
tem, and a peripheral subsystem. A communications de-
vice in this embodiment may be used as the modulation
subsystem in the apparatus. Specifically, the modulation
subsystem may include a processor 1403 and an inter-
face 1404. The processor 1403 implements a function of
the processing module 820, and the interface 1404 im-
plements a function of the transceiver module 810. As
another variation, the modulation subsystem includes a
memory 1406, a processor 1403, and a program that is
stored in the memory and that can be run on the proces-
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sor. The processor executes the program to implement
the methods in the foregoing embodiments. It should be
noted that the memory 1406 may be non-volatile or vol-
atile. The memory 1406 may be located inside the mod-
ulation subsystem, or may be located in the processing
apparatus 1400, provided that the memory 1406 can be
connected to the processor 1403.
[0289] When the apparatus in this embodiment is a
network device, the network device may be shown in
FIG. 15. For example, the apparatus 150 is a base sta-
tion. The base station may be used in the system shown
in FIG. 1, to perform a function of the network device in
the foregoing method embodiments. The base station
150 may include one or more DUs 1501 and one or more
CUs 1502. The CU 1502 may communicate with a next-
generation core (NG core, NC). The DU 1501 may in-
clude at least one antenna 15011, at least one radio fre-
quency unit 15012, at least one processor 15013, and at
least one memory 15014. The DU 1501 is mainly config-
ured to receive and send a radio frequency signal, con-
vert a radio frequency signal and a baseband signal, and
perform some baseband processing. The CU 1502 may
include at least one processor 15022 and at least one
memory 15021. The CU 1502 and the DU 1501 may com-
municate with each other through an interface. A control
plane (control plane) interface may be an Fs-C, for ex-
ample, F1-C, and a user plane (user plane) interface may
be an Fs-U, for example, F1-U.
[0290] The CU 1502 is mainly configured to perform
baseband processing, control the base station, and the
like. The DU 1501 and the CU 1502 may be physically
disposed together, or may be physically separated, that
is, in a distributed base station. The CU 1502 is a control
center of the base station, may also be referred to as a
processing unit, and is mainly configured to complete a
baseband processing function. For example, the CU
1502 may be configured to control the base station to
perform an operation procedure related to the network
device in the foregoing method embodiments.
[0291] Specifically, baseband processing on the CU
and the DU may be divided based on protocol layers of
a wireless network. For example, functions of a packet
data convergence protocol (packet data convergence
protocol, PDCP) layer and a protocol layer above the
PDCP layer are set in the CU. Functions of protocol layers
below the PDCP layer, such as a radio link control (radio
link control, RLC) layer and a media access control (me-
dium access control, MAC) layer, are set in the DU. For
another example, the CU implements functions of a radio
resource control (radio resource control, RRC) layer and
a packet data convergence protocol (packet data con-
vergence protocol, PDCP) layer. The DU implements
functions of a radio link control (radio link control, RLC)
layer, a MAC layer, and a physical (physical, PHY) layer.
[0292] In addition, optionally, the base station 150 may
include one or more radio frequency units (RU), one or
more DUs, and one or more CUs. The DU may include
at least one processor 15013 and at least one memory

15014, the RU may include at least one antenna 15011
and at least one radio frequency unit 15012, and the CU
may include at least one processor 15022 and at least
one memory 15021.
[0293] For example, in an implementation, the proces-
sor 15013 is configured to perform the processing steps
on the network device side in FIG. 4. The radio frequency
unit 15012 is configured to perform the sending and re-
ceiving operations in step 403 in FIG. 4.
[0294] In an example, the CU 1502 may include one
or more boards, and a plurality of boards may jointly sup-
port a radio access network (for example, a 5G network)
of a single access standard, or may separately support
radio access networks (such as an LTE network, a 5G
network, or another network) of different access stand-
ards. The memory 15021 and the processor 15022 may
serve one or more boards. In other words, the memory
and the processor may be disposed on each board. Al-
ternatively, a plurality of boards may share a same mem-
ory and a same processor. In addition, a necessary circuit
may be further disposed on each board. The DU 1501
may include one or more boards, and a plurality of boards
may jointly support a radio access network (for example,
a 5G network) of a single access standard, or may sep-
arately support radio access networks (such as an LTE
network, a 5G network, or another network) of different
access standards. The memory 15014 and the processor
15013 may serve one or more boards. In other words,
the memory and the processor may be disposed on each
board. Alternatively, a plurality of boards may share a
same memory and a same processor. In addition, a nec-
essary circuit may be further disposed on each board.
[0295] All or some of the foregoing embodiments may
be implemented by software, hardware, firmware, or any
combination thereof. When the software is used to im-
plement the foregoing embodiments, all or some of the
foregoing embodiments may be implemented in a form
of a computer program product. The computer program
product includes one or more computer instructions.
When the computer instructions are loaded and executed
on the computer, the procedure or functions according
to embodiments of this application are all or partially gen-
erated. The computer may be a general purpose com-
puter, a dedicated computer, a computer network, or oth-
er programmable apparatuses. The computer instruc-
tions may be stored in a computer-readable storage me-
dium or may be transmitted from a computer-readable
storage medium to another computer-readable storage
medium. For example, the computer instructions may be
transmitted from a website, computer, server, or data
center to another website, computer, server, or data cent-
er in a wired (for example, a coaxial cable, an optical
fiber, or a digital subscriber line (digital subscriber line,
DSL)) or wireless (for example, infrared, radio, and mi-
crowave, or the like) manner. The computer-readable
storage medium may be any usable medium accessible
by a computer, or a data storage device, such as a server
or a data center, integrating one or more usable media.
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The usable medium may be a magnetic medium (for ex-
ample, a floppy disk, a hard disk, or a magnetic tape), an
optical medium (for example, a digital video disc (digital
video disc, DVD)), a semiconductor medium (for exam-
ple, a solid state drive (solid state disk, SSD)), or the like.
[0296] It should be understood that, the processor may
be an integrated circuit chip, and has a signal processing
capability. In an implementation process, steps in the
foregoing method embodiments may be implemented by
using a hardware integrated logic circuit in the processor
or instructions in a form of software. The processor may
be a general-purpose processor, a digital signal proces-
sor (digital signal processor, DSP), an application-spe-
cific integrated circuit (application-specific integrated cir-
cuit, ASIC), a field programmable gate array (field pro-
grammable gate array, FPGA) or another programmable
logic device, a discrete gate or a transistor logic device,
or a discrete hardware component. The methods, the
steps, and logic block diagrams that are disclosed in em-
bodiments of this application may be implemented or per-
formed. The general-purpose processor may be a micro-
processor, or the processor may be any conventional
processor or the like. The steps of the methods disclosed
with reference to embodiments of this application may
be directly presented as being performed and completed
by a hardware decoding processor, or performed and
completed by a combination of hardware and a software
module in a decoding processor. The software module
may be located in a mature storage medium in the art,
such as a random access memory, a flash memory, a
read-only memory, a programmable read-only memory,
an electrically erasable programmable memory, or a reg-
ister. The storage medium is located in the memory, and
the processor reads information in the memory and com-
pletes the steps in the foregoing method in combination
with hardware of the processor.
[0297] It may be understood that, in embodiments of
this application, the memory may be a volatile memory
or a nonvolatile memory, or may include both a volatile
memory and a nonvolatile memory. The nonvolatile
memory may be a read-only memory (read-only memory,
ROM), a programmable read-only memory (programma-
ble ROM, PROM), an erasable programmable read-only
memory (erasable PROM, EPROM), an electrically eras-
able programmable read-only memory (electrically
EPROM, EEPROM), or a flash memory. The volatile
memory may be a random access memory (random ac-
cess memory, RAM), used as an external cache.
Through example but not limitative description, many
forms of RAMs may be used, for example, a static random
access memory (static RAM, SRAM), a dynamic random
access memory (dynamic RAM, DRAM), a synchronous
dynamic random access memory (synchronous DRAM,
SDRAM), a double data rate synchronous dynamic ran-
dom access memory (double data rate SDRAM, DDR
SDRAM), an enhanced synchronous dynamic random
access memory (enhanced SDRAM, ESDRAM), a syn-
chlink dynamic random access memory (synchronous

link DRAM, SLDRAM), and a direct rambus random ac-
cess memory (direct rambus RAM, DR RAM).
[0298] In this application, "at least one" means one or
more, and "a plurality of’ means two or more. The
term "and/or" describes an association relationship be-
tween associated objects and represents that three re-
lationships may exist. For example, A and/or B may rep-
resent the following cases: Only A exists, both A and B
exist, and only B exists. A and B may be singular or plural.
The character "/" usually indicates an "or" relationship
between the associated objects. "At least one of the fol-
lowing items (pieces)" or a similar expression thereof re-
fers to any combination of these items, including any
combination of singular items (pieces) or plural items
(pieces). For example, at least one of a, b, or c may in-
dicate: a, b, c, a and b, a and c, b and c, or a, b, and c,
where a, b, and c may be singular or plural.
[0299] It should be understood that "one embodiment"
or "an embodiment" mentioned in the entire specification
means that particular features, structures, or character-
istics related to the embodiment are included in at least
one embodiment of the present invention. Therefore, "in
one embodiment" or "in an embodiment" appearing in
the entire specification does not necessarily refer to a
same embodiment. In addition, these particular features,
structures, or characteristics may be combined in one or
more embodiments in any appropriate manner. It should
be understood that sequence numbers of the foregoing
processes do not mean execution sequences in embod-
iments of the present invention. The execution sequenc-
es of the processes should be determined based on func-
tions and internal logic of the processes, and should not
constitute any limitation on the implementation process-
es of embodiments of the present invention.
[0300] Terminologies such as "component", "module",
and "system" used in this specification are used to indi-
cate computer-related entities, hardware, firmware, com-
binations of hardware and software, software, or software
being executed. For example, a component may be, but
is not limited to, a process that runs on a processor, a
processor, an object, an executable file, a thread of ex-
ecution, a program, and/or a computer. As illustrated by
using figures, both a computing device and an application
that runs on the computing device may be components.
One or more components may reside within a process
and/or a thread of execution, and a component may be
located on one computer and/or distributed between two
or more computers. In addition, these components may
be executed from various computer-readable media that
store various data structures. For example, the compo-
nents may perform communication by using a local
and/or remote process and according to, for example, a
signal having one or more data packets (for example,
data from two components interacting with another com-
ponent in a local system, a distributed system, and/or
across a network such as the internet interacting with
other systems by using the signal).
[0301] It should be further understood that "first", "sec-
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ond", and various numerical symbols in this specification
are merely used for distinguishing for ease of description,
and are not intended to limit the scope of embodiments
of this application.
[0302] It should be understood that the term "and/or"
in this specification describes only an association rela-
tionship for describing associated objects and represents
that three relationships may exist. For example, A and/or
B may represent the following three cases: Only A exists,
both A and B exist, and only B exists. When only A or
only B exists, a quantity of A or B is not limited. In an
example in which only A exists, it may be understood as
that there is one or more A.
[0303] A person of ordinary skill in the art may be aware
that, in combination with the examples described in em-
bodiments disclosed in this specification, units and algo-
rithm steps may be implemented by electronic hardware
or a combination of computer software and electronic
hardware. Whether the functions are performed by hard-
ware or software depends on a particular application and
a design constraint condition of the technical solutions.
A person skilled in the art may use different methods to
implement the described functions for each particular ap-
plication, but it should not be considered that the imple-
mentation goes beyond the scope of this application.
[0304] It may be clearly understood by a person skilled
in the art that, for the purpose of convenient and brief
description, for a detailed working process of the forego-
ing system, apparatus, and unit, refer to a corresponding
process in the foregoing method embodiments. Details
are not described herein again.
[0305] In several embodiments provided in this appli-
cation, it should be understood that the disclosed system,
apparatus, and method may be implemented in other
manners. For example, the described apparatus embod-
iment is merely an example. For example, division into
the units is merely logical function division and may be
other division in an actual implementation. For example,
a plurality of units or components may be combined or
integrated into another system, or some features may be
ignored or not performed. In addition, the displayed or
discussed mutual couplings or direct couplings or com-
munication connections may be implemented through
some interfaces. The indirect couplings or communica-
tion connections between the apparatuses or units may
be implemented in electronic, mechanical, or other forms.
[0306] The units described as separate parts may or
may not be physically separate, and parts displayed as
units may or may not be physical units, and may be lo-
cated in one position, or may be distributed on a plurality
of network units. Some or all of the units may be selected
based on actual requirements to achieve the objectives
of the solutions of embodiments.
[0307] In addition, functional units in embodiments of
this application may be integrated into one processing
unit, or each of the units may exist alone physically, or
two or more units may be integrated into one unit.
[0308] When the functions are implemented in a form

of a software functional unit and sold or used as an in-
dependent product, the functions may be stored in a com-
puter-readable storage medium. Based on such an un-
derstanding, the technical solutions of this application
essentially, or a part contributing to an existing technol-
ogy, or some of the technical solutions may be imple-
mented in a form of a software product. The computer
software product is stored in a storage medium, and in-
cludes instructions for instructing a computer device
(which may be a personal computer, a server, or a net-
work device) to perform all or some of the steps of the
methods described in embodiments of this application.
The foregoing storage medium includes: any medium
that can store program code, such as a USB flash drive,
a removable hard disk, a read-only memory (Read-Only
Memory, ROM), a random access memory (Random Ac-
cess Memory, RAM), a magnetic disk, or an optical disc.
[0309] The foregoing descriptions are merely specific
implementations of this application, but are not intended
to limit the protection scope of this application. Any var-
iation or replacement readily figured out by a person
skilled in the art within the technical scope disclosed in
this application shall fall within the protection scope of
this application. Therefore, the protection scope of this
application shall be subject to the protection scope of the
claims.

Claims

1. An interference measurement reporting method,
comprising:

using, by a terminal, spatial reception parame-
ters of K channel resources as spatial reception
parameters of each interference resource of M
interference resources of the terminal, wherein
the K channel resources are channel resources
on which the terminal can receive signals simul-
taneously sent by a network device by using the
K channel resources, and M is a positive integer;
determining, by the terminal, a first measure-
ment result of the K channel resources based
on the spatial reception parameters of a first in-
terference resource in the M interference re-
sources, wherein K is a positive integer greater
than or equal to 2; and
sending, by the terminal, a measurement report
to the network device, wherein the measure-
ment report is used to indicate M measurement
results, and comprises the first measurement re-
sult.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein before the
using, by a terminal, spatial reception parameters of
K channel resources as spatial reception parameters
of each interference resource of M interference re-
sources of the terminal, the method further compris-
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es:

receiving, by the terminal, measurement config-
uration information, wherein the measurement
configuration information is used to configure N
channel resources and the M interference re-
sources, and N is a positive integer; and
determining, by the terminal from the N channel
resources, the K channel resources on which
the terminal can receive the signals simultane-
ously sent by the network device.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein time cor-
responding to the N channel resources is earlier than
time corresponding to the M interference resources.

4. The method according to claim 2 or 3, wherein the
using, by a terminal, spatial reception parameters of
K channel resources as spatial reception parameters
of each interference resource of M interference re-
sources of the terminal comprises:
using, by the terminal, the spatial reception param-
eters of the K channel resources as the spatial re-
ception parameters of each interference resource of
the M interference resources when at least one of
the following cases is met:

a group-based beam reporting parameter in the
measurement configuration information indi-
cates enabled, wherein the group-based beam
reporting parameter is used to indicate whether
to report the M measurement results;
a report quantity parameter in the measurement
configuration information indicates that the
measurement result comprises a signal to inter-
ference plus noise ratio SINR;
the M interference resources are configured in
the measurement configuration information;
and
no transmission configuration index state TCI-
state of the M interference resources is config-
ured in the measurement configuration informa-
tion.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein before the
using, by a terminal, spatial reception parameters of
K channel resources as spatial reception parameters
of each interference resource of M interference re-
sources of the terminal, the method further compris-
es:
receiving, by the terminal, first measurement config-
uration information from the network device, wherein
the first measurement configuration information is
used to configure the M interference resources and
the spatial reception parameters of the K channel
resources.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the using,

by a terminal, spatial reception parameters of K
channel resources as spatial reception parameters
of an interference resource of the terminal compris-
es:
using, by the terminal, the spatial reception param-
eters of the K channel resources as the spatial re-
ception parameters of each interference resource of
the M interference resources when at least one of
the following cases is met:

a group-based beam reporting parameter in the
first measurement configuration information in-
dicates enabled, and a report quantity parame-
ter in the first measurement configuration infor-
mation indicates that the measurement result
comprises an SINR, wherein the group-based
beam reporting parameter is used to indicate
whether to report the M measurement results;
the group-based beam reporting parameter in
the first measurement configuration information
indicates enabled, and the M interference re-
sources are configured in the first measurement
configuration information, wherein the group-
based beam reporting parameter is used to in-
dicate whether to report the M measurement re-
sults; and
the group-based beam reporting parameter in
the first measurement configuration information
indicates enabled, the M interference resources
are configured in the first measurement config-
uration information, and no TCI-state of the M
interference resources is configured in the first
measurement configuration information, where-
in the group-based beam reporting parameter
is used to indicate whether to report the M meas-
urement results.

7. The method according to claim 5, wherein before the
receiving, by the terminal, first measurement config-
uration information from the network device, the
method further comprises:

receiving, by the terminal, second measurement
configuration information from the network de-
vice, wherein the second measurement config-
uration information is used to configure the N
channel resources, and N is a positive integer;
determining, by the terminal based on the sec-
ond measurement configuration information,
the K channel resources on which the terminal
can receive the signals simultaneously sent by
the network device; and
sending, by the terminal, indication information
to the network device, wherein the indication in-
formation is used to indicate the K channel re-
sources.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the deter-
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mining, by the terminal based on the second meas-
urement configuration information, the K channel re-
sources on which the terminal can receive the sig-
nals simultaneously sent by the network device com-
prises:
when at least one of the following cases is met, de-
termining, by the terminal based on the second
measurement configuration information, the K chan-
nel resources on which the terminal can receive the
signals simultaneously sent by the network device:

a group-based beam reporting parameter in the
second measurement configuration information
indicates enabled, and a report quantity param-
eter in the second measurement configuration
information indicates that the measurement re-
sult comprises a reference signal received pow-
er RSRP, wherein the group-based beam re-
porting parameter is used to indicate whether to
report the M measurement results; and
the group-based beam reporting parameter in
the second measurement configuration infor-
mation indicates enabled, and the M interfer-
ence resources are not configured in the second
measurement configuration information, where-
in the group-based beam reporting parameter
is used to indicate whether to report the M meas-
urement results.

9. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 8,
wherein the measurement result comprises an
SINR, the measurement report further comprises at
least one SINR difference, the at least one SINR
difference is a difference between an SINR in each
measurement result of the K measurement results
except the first measurement result and a first SINR
in the first measurement result, the first SINR is a
largest SINR in the K measurement result, there is
a mapping relationship between the first SINR and
a step, and a product of the step and a bit value is
used to indicate the SINR difference.

10. A communications apparatus, comprising:

a processing module, configured to use spatial
reception parameters of K channel resources as
spatial reception parameters of each interfer-
ence resource of M interference resources of
the terminal, wherein the K channel resources
are channel resources on which the terminal can
receive signals simultaneously sent by a net-
work device by using the K channel resources,
M is a positive integer,
the processing module is further configured to
determine a first measurement result of the K
channel resources based on the spatial recep-
tion parameters of a first interference resource
in the M interference resources, and K is a pos-

itive integer greater than or equal to 2; and
a transceiver module, configured to send a
measurement report to the network device,
wherein the measurement report is used to in-
dicate M measurement results, and comprises
the first measurement result.

11. The apparatus according to claim 10, wherein the
transceiver module is further configured to receive
measurement configuration information, the meas-
urement configuration information is used to config-
ure N channel resources and the M interference re-
sources, and N is a positive integer; and
the processing module is further configured to de-
termine, from the N channel resources, the K chan-
nel resources on which the terminal can receive the
signals simultaneously sent by the network device.

12. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein time
corresponding to the N channel resources is earlier
than time corresponding to the M interference re-
sources.

13. The apparatus according to claim 11 or 12, wherein
the processing module is specifically configured to:
use the spatial reception parameters of the K chan-
nel resources as the spatial reception parameters of
each interference resource of the M interference re-
sources when at least one of the following cases is
met:

a group-based beam reporting parameter in the
measurement configuration information indi-
cates enabled, wherein the group-based beam
reporting parameter is used to indicate whether
to report the M measurement results;
a report quantity parameter in the measurement
configuration information indicates that the
measurement result comprises a signal to inter-
ference plus noise ratio SINR;
the M interference resources are configured in
the measurement configuration information;
and
no transmission configuration index state TCI-
state of the M interference resources is config-
ured in the measurement configuration informa-
tion.

14. The apparatus according to claim 10, wherein before
the terminal uses the spatial reception parameters
of the K channel resources as the spatial reception
parameters of an interference resource of the termi-
nal, the method further comprises:
receiving, by the terminal, first measurement config-
uration information from the network device, wherein
the first measurement configuration information is
used to configure the M interference resources and
the spatial reception parameters of the K channel
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resources.

15. The apparatus according to claim 14, wherein the
transceiver module is specifically configured to:
use the spatial reception parameters of the K chan-
nel resources as the spatial reception parameters of
each interference resource of the M interference re-
sources when at least one of the following cases is
met:

a group-based beam reporting parameter in the
first measurement configuration information in-
dicates enabled, and a report quantity parame-
ter in the first measurement configuration infor-
mation indicates that the measurement result
comprises an SINR, wherein the group-based
beam reporting parameter is used to indicate
whether to report the M measurement results;
the group-based beam reporting parameter in
the first measurement configuration information
indicates enabled, and the M interference re-
sources are configured in the first measurement
configuration information, wherein the group-
based beam reporting parameter is used to in-
dicate whether to report the M measurement re-
sults; and
the group-based beam reporting parameter in
the first measurement configuration information
indicates enabled, the M interference resources
are configured in the first measurement config-
uration information, and no TCI-state of the M
interference resources is configured in the first
measurement configuration information, where-
in the group-based beam reporting parameter
is used to indicate whether to report the M meas-
urement results.

16. The apparatus according to claim 15, wherein the
transceiver module is further configured to receive
second measurement configuration information
from the network device, wherein the second meas-
urement configuration information is used to config-
ure the N channel resources, and N is a positive in-
teger;

the processing module is further configured to
determine, based on the second measurement
configuration information, the K channel re-
sources on which the terminal can receive the
signals simultaneously sent by the network de-
vice; and
the transceiver module is further configured to
send indication information to the network de-
vice, wherein the indication information is used
to indicate the K channel resources.

17. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein the
processing module is specifically configured to:

when at least one of the following cases is met, de-
termine, based on the second measurement config-
uration information, the K channel resources on
which the terminal can receive the signals simulta-
neously sent by the network device:

a group-based beam reporting parameter in the
second measurement configuration information
indicates enabled, and a report quantity param-
eter in the second measurement configuration
information indicates that the measurement re-
sult comprises a reference signal received pow-
er RSRP, wherein the group-based beam re-
porting parameter is used to indicate whether to
report the M measurement results; and
the group-based beam reporting parameter in
the second measurement configuration infor-
mation indicates enabled, and the M interfer-
ence resources are not configured in the second
measurement configuration information, where-
in the group-based beam reporting parameter
is used to indicate whether to report the M meas-
urement results.

18. The apparatus according to any one of claims 10 to
17, wherein the measurement result comprises an
SINR, the measurement report further comprises at
least one SINR difference, the at least one SINR
difference is a difference between an SINR in each
measurement result of the K measurement results
except the first measurement result and a first SINR
in the first measurement result, the first SINR is a
largest SINR in the K measurement result, there is
a mapping relationship between the first SINR and
a step, and a product of the step and a bit value is
used to indicate the SINR difference.

19. A communications apparatus, comprising a proces-
sor, a memory, and a transceiver, wherein

the transceiver is configured to receive a signal
or send a signal;
the memory is configured to store program code;
and
the processor is configured to invoke the pro-
gram code in the memory to perform the method
according to any one of claims 1 to 9.

20. A communications apparatus, comprising a proces-
sor, wherein when the processor invokes a computer
program in a memory, the method according to any
one of claims 1 to 9 is performed.

21. A communications apparatus, comprising a memory
and a processor, wherein the memory is configured
to store a computer program, and when the proces-
sor invokes the computer program from the memory,
the communications apparatus performs the method
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according to any one of claims 1 to 9.

22. A computer-readable storage medium, wherein the
computer-readable storage medium comprises a
computer program or instructions; and when the
computer program or the instructions are run on a
computer, the computer is enabled to perform the
method according to any one of claims 1 to 9.

23. A computer program product, wherein the computer
program product comprises a computer program or
instructions; and when the computer program or the
instructions are run on a computer, the computer is
enabled to perform the method according to any one
of claims 1 to 9.
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